
 

 

 

 

 

 

Sexual Representation Collection 
Mark S. Bonham Centre for Sexual Diversity Studies 
University College, University of Toronto 

Higgs Collection 
 

Accession Number 
 

Series #1 GaiPied Magazines: 2015.001.001.001 to 2015.001.001.300 
Series #2 Various Publications and Personal Files: 2015.001.002.001 to 
2015.001.002.067 
 
Location 
 
Series #1: Downsview Storage Facility  
Series #2: University College Building, Room 43 

Dates 

Series #1: 1983-1992 
Series #2: 1983-2008 

Extent 

Series #1: 300 GaiPied magazines (9 publications to be housed in oversize storage) 
Series #2: 37 magazines of various titles (Sui Generis, etc.); various envelopes 
containing newspaper clippings; email and article printouts; smaller publications; 
personal items (series totals 67 items). 

Source of Acquisition 

Donated in 2014 after David Higgs' death (October 20, 2014). 

Arrangement and Housing 
 

Items are arranged by accession number and housed in appropriate boxes and file 
folders. 

Related Material 

The ArQuives: Canada's LGBTQ2+ Archives as well as the Thomas Fisher Library 
house additional materials. 

Restrictions on Access 

Some restrictions may apply. Contact the archives director for more information. 



Format 

• Glossy magazine or newsprint 
• paid advertisement appears throughout 
• most issues include black and white pornographic photos 

Potential Areas of Interest for Researchers 

• gay tourism 
• media censorship of queer publications 
• AIDS (research, statistics, scams, societal attitudes) 
• Discrimination (legal, employment) against LGBTQ people 
• Discrimination (legal, employment) against HIV positive people 
• LGBTQ teens and youth 
• Relationships between gay men 
• Queer family planning 
• History of safe sex campaigns 
• Civil rights for LGBTQ people 
• Queer people in sports 
• Queer city guides 
• Creation of a political consciousness among queer people (too vague?) 
• Early history of the internet as a platform for queer community 
• Gay fashion in the 1980s 
• Police relations 

Demographic 

According to Patrick Elziere, who is part of Gayvox (gayvox.fr), the organization that 
now owns the Gai Pied publishing group, Gai Pied magazine was never meant to be 
specifically for gays and lesbians, or for a mixed audience, but rather for anyone 
who felt constrained by artificial barriers. 
However, an analysis of the contents of Gai Pied reveal that the magazine was 
marketed primarily towards a young, affluent, and white gay male audience. 
Although this magazine was also distributed in North America and parts of Africa, 
many of the articles are explicitly written for a European audience. Although one 
could assume this magazine was also read by many people of colour, women and 
other gender minorities, poor or working-class people, older people, transgender 
people, people with disabilities, and people belonging to other minority groups who 
are frequently underrepresented in mainstream queer discourse, this readership is 
not reflected in the contents of the magazine. 

Background Information 

Gai Pied was a gay lifestyle magazine published in France and distributed 
throughout the French Diaspora between 1979 and 1992, first running monthly 



 



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Accession Number
Issue 

Numbe 
r

Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines
Publication 

Format
Logo

2015.001.001.001 76 2 to 8 July, 1983 full body shot of a fully clothed young Arabic 
male, crouching near an ocean, holding a rope

Islam: The Arab Sex headline "ISLAM: LE 
SEXE ARABE"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.002 77 9 to 15 July, 1983

two fully clothed white men in their 30's sitting 
by a waterway, one leaning on the other, 

holding hands, one with whole body shown and 
one with only upper torso shown

Marseille: Living Gay in the Meditterranean 
headline "MARSEILLE: VIVRE GAI EN 

MEDITERRANEE"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.003 78 16 to 22 July, 
1983

full body shot of fully clothed white adult male 
climbing on rocky terrain

Avignon: The Photo Adventure of Claude 
Bricage headline "AVIGNON: L’AVENTURE 

PHOTO DE CLAUDE BRICAGE"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.004 79 23 to 29 July, 
1983

full body shot of fully clothed man of uncertain 
race and age sitting by a waterfall smoking a 

cigarette

Roman Vacations headline "VACANCES 
ROMAINES"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive

font

2015.001.001.005
80/81/ 

82
30 July to 2

September, 1983
full body shot of naked white male in his 20s 

lounging in a swimming pool no cover story
glossy colour 

magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.006 83
3 to 9

September, 1983

full body shot of male in motocycle racing gear 
with face obscured by helmet, sitting on a 

motocycle in a vaguely suggestive way

Sex Machine headline "SEXE-MACHINE"; 
AIDS: A Raid in Haiti headline "SIDA: RAFLE 

A HAITI"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.007 125 23 to 29 June, 
1984

torso shot of a muscular white male in his 30s 
lighting a cigarette in a sleveless shirt with his 

jeans and belt undone

The Breugnot (?) Shock headline “LE CHOC 
BREUGNOT; The Militancy of the Media 

headline "LE MILITANISME MEDIATIQUE"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.008 126
30 June to 6 July, 

1984

torso shot of a shirtless white male in his early 
20s, covered in perspiration (?) with his jeans 

partially undone

Mourousi: (On Edge?) headline 
"MOUROUSSI: A FLEUR DE PEAU"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font



GaiPled Magazine Listing

Accession Number
Issue 

Numbe
r

Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Publication
Format Logo

And Your Brother! Incest Between Men 

2015.001.001.009 127 7 to 13 July, 1984
torso shot of a light-skinned naked man in his 

30s of uncertain race leaning against a wall with 
a small part of his genitals visible

headline "ETTON FRERE! L'lnceste 
masculin"; Telephone: The Good Kids of 
Rock headline "TELEPHONE: Les enfants 

sages du rock"; Love in the East: The Gays of 
Budapest headline "L'AMOUR A L'EST: Les 

gais de Budapest"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.010
128-
129

13 July to 3
August, 1984

headless full body shot of a very muscular 
tanned male wearing only a speedo-style 

bathing suit

The War of Muscles: The King Nubret 
headline "LA GUERRE DE MUSCLE: Le roi 
Nubret"; "ALL PARIS GAY BARS ENGLISH 

SUPPLEMENT"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.011 130/13 
1

4 to 24 August, 
1984

4 men lying on the bottom of a swimming pool 
pretending to swim and 4 pretending to jump in, 

all are white, in their 20s and wearing speedo- 
style bathing suits with their full bodies visible in 

the photo

Test: Are You a Seductor? headline "TEST: 
ETES-VOUS UN SEDUCTEUR?"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.012 132
25 to 31 August, 

1984

headshot of two young white men leaning into 
one another with faces touching, one man's face 

is partially obscured by the magazine logo and 
his hand is visible on the shoulder of the other

man

Cheating: Lanoux and Deluc in a 
Homosexual Relationship headline "LA 

TRICHE: Lanoux/Deluc en couple homo"; 
AIDS: 3 Cases a Week in Paris headline 

"SIDA: 3 cas par semaine a Paris"; Gay Los 
Angeles: The Sexy Athletes of the Olympic 

Games headline "LOS ANGELES GAI: Les 

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

athletes sexy des J.O."

2015.001.001.013 133
Ito 7

September, 1984
upper torso shot of a naked young white male 

the shower
in An Interview With Xavier Deluc headline 

"UNE INTERVIEW DE XAVIER DELUC"
glossy colour 

magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.014 134
8 to 14

September, 1984
full torso shot of a naked young white male 

posed as if he is about to dive into water

Being a Priest and a Homosexual: The 
Narrow Lane headline "PRETRE ET HOMO: 

La voie etroite"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Accession Number
Issue 

Numbe 
r

Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines
Publication 

Format
Logo

2015.001.001.015 135
15 to 21

September, 1984
full torso shot of a shirtless young man 

uncertain race (undoing his belt?)
of 

Amsterdam Guide: Visit the Gay Capital of 
Europe headline "AMSTERDAM GUIDE: 

Visitez la capitale de l'Europe Gale"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive

font

2015.001.001.016 136
22 to 28 upper torso shot of a young man in his early 20s 

September, 1984 taking off his shirt

Homosexuals at Age 17: A Poll on Flirting 
Between Boys at a Paris Secondary School 

headline "HOMOS A 17 ANS: Enquête sur les 
flirts entre garçons dans un lycee parisien"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.017 137
black and white head shot of a pale skinned 29 September to 

person wearing makeup, nailpolish and rings on S October, 1984
their fingers, smoking a cigarette

A New 33 'On The Beat': Gainsbourg Ass 
Obsession : That of the Boys That of the Girls 
headline: "Un nouveau 33 «On The Beat»: 

GAINSBOURG OBSESSION CUL: Celui des 
garçons Celui des filles"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.018 138 6 to 12 October, headshot of a wet naked young white male 
1984 leaning his head on his arms

Amore Mio: In the South of Italy Males Like 
Boys in Good Shape headline "AMORE MIO: 
En Italie du Sud les males aiment les garçons 

a condition..."

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.019 139

full body shot of two white males in their 20s, 
13 to 19 one is carrying the other on his back while he 

October, 1984 wades in the ocean, both are wearing bathing 
suits

Living in Languedoc: 6000 Gays in the Sun of 
Montpellier headline "VIVRE EN 

LANGUEDOC: 6000 GAIS AU SOLEIL DE 
MONTPELLIER"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive

font

2015.001.001.020 140 20 to 26 upper torso shot of a naked white male in his 
October, 1984 20s resting his head in his hand

(Drague?) Love in the Afternoon headline: 
"DRAGUE: L'AMOUR L'APRES MIDI"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.021 141
full body shot of a naked young white man with 

27 October to 2
gloves and leg warmers, posed with his legs in November, 1984

the air

3 Passions of the 1950s headline "3 
PASSIONS ANNEES 50"; Homosexual Guide: 
From Strasbourg to Bale headline "GUIDE 

HOMO: DE STRASBOURG A BALE"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Issue 
Numbe 

r

Publication 
Format

Accession Number Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Logo

Jack Lang:An interview with the Minister of 
Culture headline "JACK LANG: UNE 

INTERVIEW DE MINISTRE DE LA CULTURE"; 
Grenoble: Homosexual Guide to a 

Connected City headline "GRENOBLE: Guide 
homo d'une ville branchée"

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

10 to 16
November, 1984

full body shot of a young white male in a tuxedo glossy colour 
magazine

2O15.001.001.022 143
leaning on a pinball machine

two men sitting in a car, one shirtless and 
leaning out the window with another young 

man sitting in front of the car fully clothed with 
his whole body in the photo, all appear to be 

white

Love in a Car: Homosexuals Love Mechanics pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

17 to 23 who Roll headline: "L'AMOUR EN VOITURE: glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.023 144
November, 1984 Les homos aiment les méchaniques qui 

roulent."

Special Fantasies: Hair for the Tender 
Rubber for the Hard headline: "SPECIAL 
FANTASMES: Cheveux pour les tendres 

Caoutchouc pour les durs"

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

24 to 30
November, 1984

upper torso shot of a naked white male in his glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.024 145
20s wearing a white Jacket and a sailor’s hat

Poitiers, Tours, Orléans: Living in Province 
headline "Poitiers, Tours, Orléans: VIVRE EN 
PROVINCE"; Gay Interiors: Roger Peyrefitte 
at Home headline "Intérieurs gais: ROGER 

PEYREFITTE CHEZ LUI"

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive

font

head shot of a clothed male in his early 20s, 
somehwat light-skinned and of uncertain race 

wearing a flower crown

1 to 7 December, glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.025 146 1984

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

upper torso shot of two shirtless white male 15 TO 21
December, 1984

AIDS: The Latest Numbers headline "SIDA: 
DERNIERS CHIFFRES"

glossy colour 2015.001.001.026 148 figurines embracing each other while standing 
magazinewaist deep in water

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

22 December Holiday Special: Double Issue + Colour 
Calendar headline "SPECIAL FETES: Numéro 

Double + Calendrier Couleurs"

149/15 
0

fully body shot of a naked young white male 
faced backwards

glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.027 1984 to 4 
January 1985

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

5 to 11 January, 
1985

head shot of a white male in his 20s wearing a Special P.A. 600 Ads headline "SPECIAL P.A, 
600 ANNONCES"

glossy colour 2015.001.001.028 151
collared shirt and jacket magazine



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Accession Number
Issue

Numbe 
r

Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Publication 
Format Logo

2015.001.001.029 152
12 to 18 January,

1985

full body shot of a naked young Black male 
covering his genitals with his hands and looking 

up so that shadows obscure his eyes
GAY PORNO STAR

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.030 153 19 to 25 January,
1985

upper torso shot of a young Black male in his 
early 20s wearing a military style jacket

Poll: Sexuality in Morocco headline 
"ENQUETE: LA SEXUALITE AU MAROC"

glossy colour 
magazine

pink, yellow and blue font 
on black background, mix 
of thick block and cursive 

font

2015.001.001.031 154 26 January to 1 
February, 1985

upper torso shot of an Asian male in his 20s 
wearing only a cut away sieveless tshirt holding 

a weight in a phallic and suggestive manner

Homosexual Paris and Tokyo headline 
“PARIS TOKYO HOMO”

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.032 155 2 to 8 February,
1985

upper torso shot of two white men in their 30's, 
one is wearing a shirt and embracing the other, 

who is naked

Test: The Man of Your Life headline "Test: 
L'HOMME DE VOTRE VIE"; Poll: Gays in 
Nicaragua headline "Enquête: GAIS AU 

NICARAGUA"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.033 156
9 to 15 February,

1985

upper torso shot of a white man in his 30s 
wearing leather motorcyle gear with his chest 

exposed

Police: The Inspector was a Homosexual, so 
was His Son headline "Police: L'INSPECTEUR 

ETAIT HOMO, SON FILS AUSSI"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.034 157
16 to 22

February, 1985
fragmented torso shot of a young white male, 

shirtless with his jeans unzipped

The Righteous Wedding of the Pastor and 
His Friend headline "LES JUSTES NOCES DU 

PASTEUR ET SON AMI"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.035 158 23 February to 1 
March, 1985

work of art depicting a full body shot of two 
white men embracing, one wearing a police 

officer's uniform, the other, a sailor's uniform, 
one man with his hand down the other's pants

Bars: The Return of Cops? Headline "bars: 
LE RETOUR DES FLICS?"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.036 159
2 to 8 March,

1985
head and upper torso shot of a very young 

shirtless white man leaning his arms on a chair

The Teens of Cadinot headline "Les ADOS de 
CADINOT"; AIDS: Numbers and Letters 

headline "SIDA: Des chiffres et des lettres"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.037 160 9 to 15 March,
1985

torso shot of a shirtless white man in his 20s 
with a sweater tied around his neck

Lyon, Guide: Lyon, (Cans?): Lyon, (Docks?) 
headline "LYON, GUIDE: LYON, BOITES: 

LYON, QUAIS"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Accession Number
Issue 

Numbe 
r

Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Publication 
Format

Logo

2015.001.001.038 161
16 to 22 March,

1985

torso shot of a naked white man with his face 
obscured by a fencing shield, holding a sword, 

with the top part of his genitals visible

Eroticism Special headline "SPECIAL 
EROTICISME"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.039 162
23 to 29 March, 

1985

full body black and white photo of two men of 
uncertain age, one Black and one white, wearing 
leather motorcycle and bondage gear, learning 

on one another, with their hands rested on each 
other's bodies

The Leather Scene in Paris headline "LA 
SCENE CUIR A PARIS"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

201S.001.001.040 163
30 March to 5 

April, 1985

full body photo of a young light-skinned man of 
uncertain race sitting on a chair backwards and 

facing the camera, who is naked except for a 
towel around his neck

Corsican: Boys from the Island of Beauty 
headline "Corse: GARÇONS DE L'ILE DE 

BEAUTE"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.041 164
6 to 12 April,

1985

headless body shot of a very muscular tanned 
white man wearing a speedo-style bathing suit, 

flexing his muscles

Muscle Assets: The Fantasy is at the Tip of 
the Biceps headline "ATOUT MUSCLE" Le 

fantasme est au bout du biceps"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.042

2015.001.001.043

2015.001.001.044

165

166

167

13 to 19 April,
1985

20 to 26 April,
1985

27 April to 3 
May, 1985

torso shot of a young white man smiling and 
wearing a polo shirt

full body shot of a young white man in a 
swimming pool, wearing a bathing suit, holding 

a beach bail

upper torso shot of a shirtless light-skinned man 
of uncertain age and race holding his shirt in his 

hand

London Special headline "SPECIAL LONDRES"

The Room of Men headline "LE CHAMBRE 
DES HOMMES"

Julien: Heartthrob headline "JULIEN: Le 
tombeur des coeurs"; Anti-Porn Crusade in 
the USA headline "CROISADE ANTI-PORNO 

AUX USA"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
white and black block 

fonts on pink, blue and 
yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.045 168 4 to 10 May, 
1985

Child Disappearnaces: False Numbers in the 
full body painting of a white man in his 20s News headline "Disparitions d'enfants: LES 

getting out of bed naked and putting on a pair of FAUX CHIFFRES DE LA PRESSE"; S&M Sex;
boots Make Me Hurt headline "Sexe SM: FAIS-MOI 

MAL"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.046 169
11 to 17 May,

1985
head shot of a young Asian male wearing black 

MISHIMAclothes and covered in perspiration
glossy colour 

magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Issue 
Accession Number Numbe 

r
Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Publication 

Format Logo

100 Page Special: Double Issue + Color 

2015.001.001.047
170/17 

1
18 to 31 May, 

1985
full body shot of a white man in his 20s riding a 

motorcycle naked

Poster headline "SPECIAL 100 PAGES: 
NUMERO DOUBLE + POSTEUR COULEUR"; 
Homosexuals in Nazi Camps headline "LES 

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
HOMOS DANS LES CAMPS NAZI"

2015.001.001.048 172 1 to 7 June, 1985
full body shot of a large muscular white man of 

uncertain age sitting in a sauna wearing a 
speedo-style bathing suit

Living as a Couple. Hell or Happiness? 
headline “VIVRE EN COUPLE: Enfer ou 

bonheur?"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.049 173
8 to 14 June, 

1985

painting of a light-skinned young man of 
uncertain race, leaning over a pool table naked, 

holding a pool cue

MINITEL: Boy Seeking Boy headline 
“MINITEL GARÇON CHERCHE GARÇON"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.050 174
15 to 21 June,

1985
head shot of a young white man wearing a shirt 

and jacket, resting his head on his hand
June 22: Homosexuals in Bastille headline 

"22 Juin: LES HOMOS A LA BASTILLE"
glossy colour 

magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.051 175 22 to 28 June,
1985

head shot of a white man in his 20s wearing a 
hat and smoking a cigarette with his shirt 

unbuttoned

The Senate Says No to Homosexuals 
headline "SENAT: NON AUX HOMOS!"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.052 176 29 June to 5 July, 
1985

full body shot of a white man in his 20s wearing 
a bathing suit and sailor's hat, holding binoculars

Gays and Politics headline "LES GAIS ET LA 
POLITIQUE"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.053 177 6 to 12 July, 1985
full body shot of a young white man wearing 

only athletic shorts and holding tennis 
equipment

Toros: The Arena of Desire headline “toros: 
L'ARENE DU DESIR"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.54
178/17 

9
13 July to 2

August, 1985

almost full body shot of a young white man 
wearing short shorts with his hands in his 

pockets

"MODEL AGENCY" headline; AIDS Poll 
headline "ENQUETE SIDA"; Sexual Tourism 

headline "TOURISME SEXUEL"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.055 180/18 
1

3 to 23 August, 
1985

painting depicting two young white men water 
skiing in speedo-style bathing suits, one with his 

hand on the other's shoulder

Test: Your Super P.A. headline "TEST: VOTRE
SUPER P.A."

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.056 182 24 to 30 August, 
1985

head and upper torso shot of a somewhat dark- 
skinned naked young man of uncertain race 

wearing a metal necklace

Mail & P.A. Special headline "SPECIAL: 
COURRIER ET P.A."

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.057 183 31 August to 6 
September, 1985

head and upper torso shot of a young white 
man pulling aside his unbuttoned shirt to 

expose his chest

Movies, Theatre, Rock, Night, Politics, AIDS: 
The Gay Return headline "Cine, theatre, 
rock, politique, SIDA: LA RENTREE GAY"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015,001.001.058 184 7 to 13
September, 1985

head shot of a young white man facing 
sideways, wearing a striped shirt

New: Gays are Making Babies headline 
"NOUVEAU: LES GAYS FONT DES BEBES"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Issue 
Accession Number Numbe 

r
Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Publication 

Format
Logo

2015.001.001.059 185
14 to 20

September, 1985
head and upper torso shot of two naked young 
white men, one with his head in the other's lap

AIDS; Panic in Hollywood headline 
PANIQUE A HOLLYWOOD"

"sida; glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.060 186 21 to 27
September, 1985

full body shot of a young white man with 
his face and body wearing only shorts 

shoes, holding a shovel

dirt 
and 

on 
Muscles: Mister Paris headline 

MONSIEUR PARIS"
"Muscles: glossy colour 

magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.061 187
28 September to 
4 October, 1985

full body shot of a young white man with his 
foot resting on a tree, wearing jeans and an 

unbuttoned baseball jacket

Special P.A. 8 Pages + headline "SPECIAL
P.A. 8 PAGES DE +"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
Portrait: A Taxi for Galabru headline 

2015.001.001.062 188 5 to 11 October, 
1985

full body shot of a light-skinned young man of 
uncertain race posed naked inside a doorway

"Portrait: UN TAXI POUR GALABRU”; 
Casernes: 12 Months Between Men 
headline "Casernes: 12 MOIS ENTRE 

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
HOMMES"

2015.001.001.063 189
12 to 18

October, 1985
head shot of a young white man with blood 

dripping from his nose

AID(E)S: Safe Sex Brochure headline 
"AID(E)5: BROCHURE SAFE SEX"; Highways: 

Love in Cars headline "Autoroutes: 
L'AMOUR EN VOITURES"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.064 190
19 to 25

October, 1985
torso shot of a white man in his 20s leaning The Vines of Love headline "LES VIGNES DE 

against a wall, shirtless L'AMOUR"
glossy colour 

magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.065 191
26 October to 1
November, 1985

upper torso shot of a light-skinned young man British Special: A Ship in Every Port headline 
of uncertain race in a swimming pool with swim "SPECIAL BRETAGNE: UN MARIN DANS

goggles on his head CHAQUE PORT"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
painting depicting two young men, one white 

2015.001.001.066 192 2 to 8
November, 1985

and one light-skinned and of uncertain race, Virile Beauty: Men (make skin?) headline 
standing back to back with their arms linked, "Beaute virile: LES HOMMES SE FONT LA 

one lifting the other up, both are laughing and PEAU"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
fully clothed

2015.001.001.067 193 9 to 15
November, 1985

graphic featuring only the eyes of a white man AIDS SPECIAL headline "SPECIAL SIDA"; The 
of uncertain age Real Poll headline "LA VRAIE ENQUETTE"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.068 194
16 to 22

November, 1985

torso shot of a light-skinned young man of 
Safe Sex: Protected Pleasures headline "Safe uncertain race leaning against a garage door, 

sex: PLAISIRS PRESERVES"fully clothed and wearing sun glasses

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.069 195 23 to 29
November, 1985

upper torso shot of a very young white man Sex/Adolescents 15-18 Years Old headline 
leaning against a railing shirtless "Sexe/Ados: 15-18 ANS"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
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2015.001.001.070

2015.001.001.071

2015.001.001.072

2015.001.001.073

196

197

198

199/20 
0

30 November to 
6 December, 

1985

7 to 13
December, 1985

14 to 20
December, 1985

21 December, 
1985 to 3

January, 1986

full body shot of two naked young men 
embracing, one white and one light-skinned and 

of uncertain race
full body shot of a white man of uncertain age 

crouching by a wall, wearing business attire 
without pants

upper torso shot of a naked young white man 
behind graphic overlay

full body shot of three young white men in 
speedo-style bathing suits, the one in the middle 
with his arms around the shoulders of the other 

two

Phone Sex: Enjoyment Over the Line 
headline "Phone sex: JOUIR AU BOUT DU

FIL"

Antenna 2: Guys Stripping headline 
"Antenne 2: LE STRIP DES MECS"

Switzerland: Chocolate Gays headline 
"Suisse: LES GAYS CHOCOLATS"

2D0 Issues Already headline "DEJA 200 
NUMEROS"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
white and black block 

fonts on pink, blue and 
yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.074

2015.001.001.075

2015.001.001.076

2015.001.001.077

201

202

203

204

4 to 10 January,
1986

11 to 17 January,
1986

18 to 24 January,
1986

25 to 31 January,
1986

almost full body shot of a naked white man in 
his 20s covering his genitals with gloved hands

full body shot of a young white man in his 20s 
wearing a bathing suit with a towel around his 

neck
full body shot of a naked young man in his 20s 

of uncertain race, holding produce and covering 
his genitals with a baguette

full body shot of a naked young white man 
covering his genitals with his hands

1986: The Gays (at ?) the Visionaries 
headline "1986: LES GAYS CHEZ LES 

VOYANTS"

New York: Love Like it was in 1960 headline 
"New York: L'AMOUR COMME EN 60"

Singles: The Small Snack headline 
"Célibataires: LA PETITE BOUFFE"

(Angouleme BD?): The Heroes Are Gay 
headline "Angouleme-BD; LES HEROS SONT 

GAIS"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
white and black block 

fonts on pink, blue and 
yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
white and black block 

fonts on pink, blue and 
yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.078 205
1 to 7 February, 

1986
upper torso shot of a shirtless young white man 

holding the belt in his jeans

Contest: Love Letters headline "Concours: 
LETTRES D'AMOUR": Poll: Minitel for Big 

Fantasies headline "Enquête: MINITEL POUR 
MAXI FANTASMES"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015 001.001.079

2015.001.001.080

206

207

8 to 14 February,
1986

15 to 21
Febraury, 1986

almost full body shot of a white man in his 20s 
wearing athletic shorts and covered in 

perspiration
painting depicting a full body shot of two men, 

one white and one light-skinned and of 
uncertain race, both naked, one embracing the 

other

Photos: Viva Carnival at Bahia headline 
"Photos: VIVA CARNAVAL A BAHIA"

Gay: Happy Couples Have a History headline 
"Gay: LES COUPLES HEUREUX ONT UNE 

HISTOIRE"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.081 208 22 to 28
February, 1986

upper torso shot of a fully clothed young white 
man smoking a cigarette

Interview: The Knight Renaud headline 
"Interview: LE CHEVALIER RENAUD"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
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2015.001.001.082 209
1 to 7 March, 

1986

full body shot of a light-skinned young man of 
uncertain race in a diving pose wearing a 

speedo-style bathing suit

Politics: The Gay Vote headline "Politique: 
LE VOTE GAY"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.083 210
8 to 14 March, 

1986
full body shot of a fully clothed young white 

man with his hands in his pockets
Manners: 5 Years of Quiet Sex headline 
"Moeurs: 5 ANS DE SEXE TRANQUILLE”

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.084 211
15 to 21 March, 

1986
full body shot of a young white man in a speedo- 

style bathing suit drying himself with a towel
Rock Hudson: Money and Love headline 

"ROCK HUDSON: Le fric et l'amour"
glossy colour 

magazine

White and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
Muscles: American Football headline 

2015.001.001.085 212
22 to 28 March, 

1986

upper torso shot of a light-skinned young man 
of uncertain race wearing only football pads and 

holding a football and helmet

"Muscles: FOOTBALL AMERICAIN"; San 
Francisco The Athletes of the Gay Games 

headline "San Francisco: LES ATHLETES DES 

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
JEUX GAIS"

2015.001.001.086 213
29 March to 4

April, 1986

full body shot of a fully clothed young white 
man leaning against a fence with his shirt 

undone, wearing glasses

(Halls?) Planet headline "LA PLANETE 
HALLES"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.087 214
5 to 11 April, 

1986
full body shot of a white man of uncertain age 

leaning against a wall wearing a bathing suit

Poster: Amanda Lear, Yves Mouroussi 
headline "Affiche AMANDA LEAR, YVES 

MOUROUSSI"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.088 215
12 to 18 April, 

1986

full body shot of a young Black man facing 
backwards, wearing punk style pants, 

suspenders and wrist bands

"LONDON'S SKINHEADS" headline; Black 
Paris headline "PARIS BLACK"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.089 216
19 to 25 April, 

1986

painting depicting two fully clothed young white 
men standing in a street, one facing forward, 

the other one looking at the first one, the first 
one is smiling and his shirt is undone

7 Love Letters headline "7 LETTRES 
D'AMOUR"; "GAI PIED STORY: 1979-1986" 

headline

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.090 217
26 April to 2

May, 1986

upper torso shot of two naked men in their 30s, 
one white and one light-skinned and of 

uncertain race, both are reclined and one is 
resting his hand on the other's shoulder

Sex on TV headline: "LE SEXE A LA TELE"
glossy colour 

magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.091
218/21 

9
3 to 16 May, 

1986
full body shot of a naked white man in his 20s 

sitting beside a portable radio

100 Pages, Colour Poster headline "100 
PAGES, POSTER COULEUR"; GPH Holidays, 
Election, Man of Passion headline "FETES 

GPH, ELECTION, L'HOMME PASSION"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
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2015.001.001.092 220
17 to 23 May,

1986

full body shot of a young white man wearing all 
black clothes and pulling his shirt aside to bare 

his chest
SAFE SEX JACK OFF CLUBS

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.093

2015.001.001.094

221

222

24 to 30 May,
1986

31 May to 6 June
1986

torso shot of a young white man, fully clothed 
with his hand on his hip

colour illustration of two fully clothed white 
men, one embracing the other's leg and resting 

his head the man's torso

Mothers & Sons headline "MERES &. FILS"

(Novel ?): Homosexuals Under Fascism 
headline "Inédit: LES HOMOSEXUELS SOUS 

LA FACISME"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
white and black block 

fonts on pink, blue and 
yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.095 223 7 to 13 June,
1986

full body shot of a fully clothed white man 
20s resting his hand in his belt

in his Gay Screen Festival 86 headline 
ECRANS GAIS 86"

"Festival glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.096 224 14 to 20 June, 
1986

almost full body shot of a light-skinned man of 
uncertain age and race wearing a speedo style 
bathing suit and holding a rope (on a sailboat?)

Report: Black (feet?) headline "Reportage: 
LES PIEDS NOIRS"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.097 225
21 to 27 June, 

1986

full body shot of a light-skinned man of 
uncertain race in his 20s facing away and 

wearing thong-style underwear

June 21: Gays in the Streets headline "21 
juin: LES GAYS DANS LA RUE"; Healthy Sex 

Guide: (?) VIRUS headline "Guide sexe 
santé: SUS AUX VIRUS"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.098

2015.001.001.099

226

227

28 June to 4 July, 
1986

5 to 11 July, 1986

Montpellier: Looking for the Hot Guy full body shot of a white man in his 20s sitting 
headline "Montpellier: CHERCHEZ LE BEAU on a railing wearing a bathingsuit

MEC"
Household: Love Between Dogs and Cats 

headline "Domestique: AIMER ENTRE CHIEN colour illustration of an upper torso shot of a 
& CHAT"; Philippines: Gays after Marcos 

naked young light-skinned man of uncertain race
headline "Philippines: LES GAYS APRES 

MARCOS"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.100

2015.001.001.101

228/22 
9

230/23
1

12 July to 1
August, 1986

2 to 22 August,
1986

full body shot of three young white men 
wearing speedo-style bathing suits

full body shot of a white man in his 20s wearing 
a speedo-style bathing suit and lifting a surf 

board over his head

Bisexuality: Love Between 2 Sexes headline 
"Bisexualité: L’AMOUR ENTRE 2 SEXES"

Sunlight: Surfing, Sailing, Hitchhiking, Guy 
Photos, Games, Stories headline "Plein 

Soleil: SURF, VOILE, AUTO STOP, PHOTOS 
MECS, JEUX, RECITS"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.102 232 23 to 29 August,
1986

full body shot of a naked white man in his 20s 
fowling himself after a shower

Sex Machine: (Large Cubes?) headline "Sex
machine: LES GROS CUBES"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
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2015.001.001.103 233
30 August to 5

September, 1986
upper torso shot of a wet naked white man in 

his 20s

San Francisco Gay Games 86, 3500 Athletes 
headline "San Francisco JEUX GAIS 86, 3500 

ATHLETES"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.104 234 6 to 12
September, 1986

torso shot of two young men, one white 
wearing a plaid vest over a sweatshirt, one 

South-Asian wearing a suit and tie, standing in 
front of a (laundromat?)

Gay (?) Story: Finally, a Love Film headline 
"Lave Story gay: ENFIN, UN FILM D'AMOUR"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.105 235
13 to 19

September, 1986

full body shot of a young white man in his 20s 
wearing a bathing suit and sunglasses, sitting by 

the pool

Blackmail: The Racket of Love headline 
"Chantages: LE RACKET DE L’AMOUR"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.106 236
20 to 26

September, 1986
upper torso shot of a young white man wearing Look: The Men of Television headline "Look: 

a military style jacket LES HOMMES DE LATELE"
glossy colour 

magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.107 237 27 September to
3 October, 1986

Gay Video: Hot Porn headline "Video Gay: torso shot of a naked young white man in his 20s
CHAUD LE PORNO"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.108 238
4 to 10 October, 

1986

almost full body shot of a young white man 
wearing only cycling shorts and leaning against 

bicycle
a Cycling: Freewheeling headline 

ROULE LIBRE"
"Velo: EN glossy colour 

magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.109 239
11 to 17

October, 1986

two white men in their early 20s, both wearing 
speedo-style bathing suits, one carrying the 

other on his back

Couples: They're 20 Years Old headline 
"Couples: ILS ONT 20 ANS"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.110 240
18 to 24

October, 1986
torso shot of shirtless young white man leaning 

against a punching bag

Facing AIDS headline "FACE AU SIDA", A 
Life: Michel Foucault headline "Une vie: 

MICHEL FOUCAULT"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.111 241 25 to 31
October, 1986

torso shot of a white man in his 20s removing 
his shirt

Morocco: 'LOUBIAS', Not Homosexuals 
headline "Maroc: 'LOUBIAS', PAS HOMOS"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.112 242
1 to 7

November, 1986

torso shot of a young white man wearing jeans 
and a leather motocycle jacket with his chest 

exposed

Sex and Heart: Loving Heterosexuals? 
Headline "Sexe & coeur: AIMER LES 

HETEROS?"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.113 243
8 to 14

November, 1986

painting depicting a full body shot of two light
skinned men of uncertain race, riding in a boat 

wearing speedo-style bathing suits, one with his 
arm around the other

SPECIAL: COUPLES; 72% of French People 
Accept Gay Couples headline "72% DES 
FRANÇAIS ACCEPTENT LE COUPLE GAI"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.114 244 15 to 21
November, 1986

full body shot of a young light-skinned man of 
uncertain race wearing leather pants, a hat and 

shirt with his chest exposed, gesturing at the 
camera

Amsterdam Guide headline "Guide 
AMSTERDAM"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
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2015.001.001.115 245
22 to 28

November, 1986
torso shot of a shirtless young white man 
wearing leather pants and a leather glove

Gay Lyon: Poster Heads headline "LYON 
GAY: TETES D'AFFICHE"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.116 246HS n.d. full body shot of a shirtless muscular young 
white man pulling down his jeans

Photo Special: Boys of Frisco headline 
"SPECIAL PHOTO: Garçons de Frisco"

oversize glossy 
colour 

magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.117 247 6 to 12
December, 1986

torso shot of a young white man wearing a 
sailor's uniform with the jacket removed and 

slung over his shoulder

Exclusive: Homosexuals of the Vatican 
headline "Exclusif: LES HOMOS DU VATICAN"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
painting depicting a full body shot of muscular 

2015.001.001.118 248
13 to 19

December, 1986

young white man wearing a Santa Claus hat and 
jacket, reclining and using a stocking to cover his 

genitals, and wearing a suggestive facial 

Good Manners: Homosexuals (?) at Work 
headline "Bonnes moeurs: HOMOS VIRES 

AU BOULOT"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
expression

2015.001.001,119
249/25 

0

20 December, 
1986 to 2

January, 1987

full body shot of a young white man in his 20s 
kneeling on sand, wearing a partially removed 

wet suit

Holiday Special: 120 Pages, Colour Poster 
headline "SPECIAL FETES, 120 PAGES, 

POSTER COULEURS"; Boys of the Islands 
headline "GARÇONS DES ILES"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.120 251
3 to 9 January, 

1987
torso shot of a naked young white man 

shirt over his shoulders
pulling a 1986: The Year of All the 

"1986: ANNEE DE TOUS 
Risks headline 
LES RISQUES"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.121 252 10 to 16 January,
1987

art depicting a naked young white man making 
phone call in a public telephone booth while 

applying (aftershave?)

a Travel: Barcelona Exposure headline 
"Voyage: BARCELONE MISE A NU"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.122 253
17 to 23 January, 

1987

full body shot of a naked young white man 
looking surprised and covering his genitals with 

his hands

Scoop: Homosexuals (Redeem?) headline 
"Scoop: LES HOMOS RACHETENT LA UNE”

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.123 254 24 to 30 January,
1987

Balance Sheet: Gay Radio headline “Bilan: 
upper torso shot of a young white man wearing 

RADIOS GAIES"; Bordeaux Guide headline a red sieveless t-shirt
"Guide BORDEAUX"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.124 255
31 January to 6 
February, 1987

painting depicting a full body shot of a white 
Rape Case headline "Dossier: LE VIOL"; man In his 20s sitting down, wearing white 
Milan Guide headline "Guide: MILAN"

shorts and a white t-shirt

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.125 256
7 to 13 February, 

1987

full body shot of a young Black man wearing 
only cut-off jean shorts, cover inlay image of 

Brazilan Heat headline "CHALEURS BRESIL"two naked young white men embracing on a 
beach

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

Oversize
Storage
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2015.001.001.126 257 14 to 20
February, 1987

full body shot of two naked young white men 
wrestling

Excusive: What do Gays Want? 3000 
Homosexuals Respond headline "Exclusif: 

QUE VEULENT LES GAIS? 3000 HOMOS 
REPONDENT"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.127

2015.001.001.128

2015.001.001.129

2015.001.001.130

2015.001.001.131

258

259

260

261

262

21 to 27
February, 1987

28 February to 6
March, 1987

7 to 13 March, 
1987

14 to 21 March, 
1987

21 to 27 March, 
1987

full body shot of a naked young white man 
toweling himself

full body shot of a light-skinned young man of 
uncertain race wearing a soccer uniform and 

holding a soccer ball in his hands
full body shot of a light-skinned man of 

uncertain race lying on his stomach on an 
inflatable pool toy, wearing a pink speedo-style 

bathing suit

upper torso shot of a naked young white man

upper torso shot of a light-skinned young man 
of uncertain race wearing a soldier's uniform 
with the jacket partially removed, holding a 

sword

Guide: Suburban Homosexuals headline 
"Guide: L'HOMO DE BANLIEUE"

Bruno MASURE; AIDS: The Friends of Hope 
headline "Sida: LES POTES DE L'ESPOIR"

Andy WARHOL; IPSOS Survey: Gays and 
Human Rights headline "Sondage IPSOS- 

GPH: LES GAIS & LES DROITS DE L'HOMME"

BOY GEROGE; News Item: Reciever of Love 
headline "Fait divers: SEQUESTRE PAR 

AMOUR"

The Church and the Gays: Preachers Speak 
headline "L'Eglise et les gais: DES PRETRES 

PARLENT"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
white and black block 

fonts on pink, blue and 
yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.132

2015.001.001.133

263

264

28 March to 3 
April, 1987

4 to 10 April, 
1987

torso shot of two shirtless white men in their 
20s kissing

torso shot of a shirtless young white man with a 
tattoo on his arm and his arms folded

THREAT headline "LA MENACE"; Report: The 
(Kiss?) of the Gay Era headline "Reportage: 

LE BAISER DE L'ERE GAIE"

Censorship: After the Threat headline 
"Censure: L'APRES MENACE"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
white and black block 

fonts on pink, blue and 
yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.134 265
11 to 17 April, 

1987

torso shot of a shirtless white man of uncertain 
age resting his hands on his partially unzipped 

jeans

Forum: Our Lecteurs Have Genius headline 
"Forum: NOS LECTEURS ONT DU GENIE"; 

Sex symbol: JACK WRANGLER

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.135

2015.001.001.136

266

267

18 to 24 April, 
1987

25 April to 1 
May, 1987

upper torso shot of a white man in his 20s 
wearing sleeveless athletic attire

full body shot of a naked white man in his 20s 
sitting down against a door with a towel draped 
over his lap and a print headline obscuring his 

genitals

Jewish Gays: Kosher Love headline "Juifs 
gais: L'AMOUR CASCHER"

Report: Love in Prison headline "Dossier: 
L'AMOUR EN PRISON"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Accession Number
Issue

Numbe 
r

Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines
Publication

Format
Logo

2015.001.001.137
268/26 

9
2 to 15 May,

1987
full body shot of a naked young white man 

covering his genitals with his hands

Spring Special headline "SPECIAL 
PRINTEMPS"; Test: Are You a Winner? 

headline "TEST: ETES-VOUS UN GAGNEUR?"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.138 270
16 to 22 May,

1987

torso shot of a shirtless light-skinned young man 
of uncertain race holding his t-shirt in his hand 

with his belt and jeans undone

Jean-Luc Lahaye: Photos of his Life headline 
"JEAN-LUC LAHAYE: LES PHOTOS DE SA VIE"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.139 271 23 to 26 May,
1987

torso shot of a young white man wearing all 
white clothes, with his shirt removed and slung 

over his shoulder

Testimony: Nazi Camp (Five Year Deportee?) 
headline "Témoignage CAMP NAZI: 

DEPORTE 5 ANS"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.140
upper torso shot of a young white man wearing 

30 May to 5
272 a white slevelss t-shirt and leather pants, with a 

June, 1987 leather jacket slung over his shoulder

Corsican: Nights of the Legion headline 
"Corse: LES NUITS DE LA LEGION"; Muscles 

SCHWARZENEGGER

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.141

2015.001.001.142

2015.001.001.143

2015.001.001.144

full body shot of a naked light-skinned young 
6 to 12 June, 273 man of uncertain race sitting on a lawn chair 

1987
covered in water, holding swim goggles

frontal view of drawn image of half-nude male 
274 13-19 June, 1987

wearing jeans; boasts bulging erection

frontal view of fully nude male holding beach 
275 20-26 June, 1987

ball In front of his genitals

June 27-July 3, front view of mostly nude male wearing pajama 
276 1987 shorts; bulging erection

Quebec Special: Young People in Montreal, 
Naked Dancers of the Night, Exit the Gay 
Review, The Connected Guide headlines 

"SPECIAL QUEBEC: LES JEUNES A
MONTREAL, LES DANSEURS NUS DE LA

Cote Hommes Special Tom; Boom, Les 
Jeunes Font La Télé; Munich, L'Enfer Des 
Homos; Bac, A Quoi Rêvent les Garçons?

Culturistes Années 50; Gay Pride 87; 
Tendres Beurs

Bowie, Eternel; Gay Pride, Les Photos; 
L'Europe Gaie, Naples Brighton Berlin 

Madrid

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy cover 
magazine; 
Editions du

Triangle rose
glossy cover 

magazine; 
Editions du

Triangle rose
glossy cover 

magazine;
Editions du

Triangle rose

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

white and black font on 
pink, blue, and yellow 

boxes (respectively)

white and black font on 
pink, blue, and yellow 

boxes (respectively)

white and black font on 
pink, blue, and yellow 

boxes (respectively)

2015.001.001.145
full body shot of two young muscular white men 

277 4 to 10 July, 1987 standing side by side dressed as cavemen and 
flexing their muscles

Danger: Extreme-Right Gays: Are they 
Nazis? headline "Danger: LES GAIS 

D'EXTREME DROITE SONT-ILS DES NAZIS?"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Issue
Numbe

Publication 
Accession Number Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Logo

Format

Double Issue, Colour Poster headlines 
"NUMERO DOUBLE, POSTEUR COULEUR";

Heart: Summer of Passion, First Love 
headline "Coeur: L'ETE PASSION, PREMIER 

AMOUR"

lower torso and crotch shot of a light-skinned white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

278/27 11 to 31 July, 
y

1987
glossy colour 

magazine2015.001.001.146 oung man of uncertain race wearing tight white 
9 athletic shorts

Double Issue headline "NUMERO DOUBLE"; 
Colour Poster headline "POSTEUR COLEUR"; glossy colour 

magazine Games, Comics, Fiction headline "JEUX, BD, 
FICTION"

full body shot of young white man wearing a white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

280/28 1 to 21 August, 
19871

2015.001.001.147 speedo style bathing suit and sunglasses, posing
with a telescope

Passion: Five Love Stories headline "Passion: white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

22 to 28 August,
1987

full body shot of two young white men wearing 
denim, each one embracing the other

5 HISTOIRES D'AMOUR"; Future Generation: glossy colour 
magazine2015.001.001.148 282 What Future? Headline "Future Generation: 

Quel Avenir?"

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

29 August to 4 full body shot of a young white man covered in 
perpiration wearing only shorts

China: Life in Pink headline "Chine: LA VIE 
EN ROSE"; MADONNA

glossy colour 
magazine2015.001.001.149 283

September, 1987

Diamond Barbara headline "Diamant 
full body shot of two young white men wearing 
only jeans, both sitting down by the water, one 

embracing the other from behind

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

5 to 11 BARBARA"; To the Chalkboard: Teachers glossy colour 
magazine2015.001.001.150 284

September, 1987 Outside of Class headline "Au tableaul LES 
PROFS HORS CLASSE"

Special: Seropositive People Don't Have 
AIDS headline "SPECIAL: LES SEROPOSITIVES

N'ONT PAS LE SIDA"

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

12 to 18 glossy colour 
magazine2015.001.001.151 285 no cover model

September, 1987

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

19 to 25 torso shot of a shirtless young white man with 
his hands in the pockets of his jeans

Health and Beauty: Great Shape headline glossy colour 
magazine2015.001.001.152 286

September, 1987 "Sante & beaute: SUPER FORME"

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 26 September to upper torso shot of a young white man wearing 

only a straw hat and leaning against a wall
Beer: For Us Men headline "LA BIERE: POUR 

NOUS LES HOMMES"
glossy colour 

2015.001.001.153 287
2 October, 1987 magazine yellow rectangles

Election SUPERMAN; Bald Heads... Why? 
Headline "Tete CHAUVES... POURQUOI?"; 

Algeria: Homosexuals are Hiding? Headline 
"Alger: LES HOMOS SE CACHENT?"

upper torso shot of two young men embracing, 
one white and one light-skinned and of 

uncertain race

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

3 to 9 October, glossy colour 
magazine2015.001.001.154 288

1987

Distant Lands: Homosexual Peasantry 
headline "Terres lointaines: PAYSANS 

HOMOS''

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

10 to 16 full body shot of a young white man wearing 
jeans and a leather jacket, sitting in a field

glossy colour 
2015.001.001.155 289

October, 1987 magazine



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Accession Number
Issue 

Numbe 
r

Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Publication 
Format Logo

2015.001,001.156 290
17 to 23

October, 1987

full body shot of a young dark-skinned man of 
uncertain race wearing only a headband and a 
piece of fabric draped over his shoulder and 

through his legs, holding the leg of another man 
whose face and body are mostly obscured

JAPAN: Sex & Secrets, Gay Nights in Tokyo, 
Japanese in Paris headlines "JAPON: SEXE ET 
SECRETS, NUITS GAIES A TOKYO, JAPONAIS 

A PARIS”

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.157 291
full body shot of a young white man wearing a Interview: MAREK HALTER; Cinema:24 to 30

towel and full body bathing suit, leaning against Homosexuality and Fascism headline October, 1987
a wall "Cinema: HOMOSEXUALITE ET FASCISME"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.158 292
full body shot of a light-skinned young man of 31 October to 6 The 50 Years of David Hockney headline uncertain race wrapping a towel around his November, 1987 "LES 50 ANS DE DAVID HOCKNEY"waist

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.159 293

London: Male Stripping headline "Londres: upper torso shot of a shirtless and somewhat 7 to 13 STRIP MALE"; Lesbos: (Transferred?) dark-skinned young man of uncertain race November, 1987 Between Girlfriends headline "Lesbos:folding his arms over his chest
VIREES CHEZ LES COPINES"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.160 294

Gay Snobism headline "SNOBISME GAI"; 
14 to 20 torso shot of a young shirtless white man Homosexuals and AIDS: 75% Changed Their 

November, 1987 folding his arms over his chest Sexuality headline "Homos & sida: 75% ONT 
CHANGE LEUR SEXUALITE”

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.161 295

Sex on the Line: Phone Love headline "Sexe 
21 to 27 full body shot of two light-skinned young men of a fil: L'AMOUR AU TELEPHONE"; Intimate 

November, 1987 uncertain race in bed together embracing Photos: Homosexual Couples headline 
“Photos intimes: COUPLES HOMO"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.162

2015.001.001.163

2015.001.001.164

296

297

298

26 November to full body shot of a shirtless white man in his 20s 
Thailand: Arusha, Hustler of Silom headline 4 December, wearing only jeans, posed with his hands on his 

"Thaïlande: ARUSHA, TAPIN DE SILOM"1987 hips
Homosexual Film: Maurice Happy Love 5 to 11 upper body shot of a young white man in a 

headline "Film homo: MAURICE L'AMOUR December, 1987 tuxedo
HEUREUX"

Moscow: Homosexuals See Pink headline 
21 to 18 head shot of a light-skinned young man of "Moscou: LES HOMOS VOIENT ROSE"; Gay 

December, 1987 uncertain race wearing a black t-shirt Press: THE ADVOCATE headline "Presse 
gaie: THE ADVOCATE"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles
white and black block 

fonts on pink, blue and 
yellow rectangles

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Accession Number
Issue

Numbe Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines
Publication 

Format Logo
r

2015.001.001.165
299/30 

0

19 December 
1987 to 1

January, 1988

graphic of the number 300 with each number 
containing a full body shot of a naked young 

white man

300 SPECIAL; Seropositive: The Chirac Affair 
headline "Séropositif: L'AFFAIRE CHIRAC"

glossy colour 
magazine

white and black block 
fonts on pink, blue and 

yellow rectangles

2015.001.001.166 302 9-15 January, 
1988

frontal view of male seated on steps in pool, 
wearing green and black bathing suit

Menage, Laurel & Hardy; Secrets, Siegfried 
Le Fétichiste; Handicapes, Vivre L'Amour

glossy cover 
magazine;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

white and black font on 
pink, blue, and yellow 

boxes (respectively)

2015.001.001.167 303 16-22 January, 
1988

side-facing nude male from chest up, looking 
away from camera over left shoulder

Chine 1900, Amour & Pederastie; Tuirquie, 
Gai Voyage; Bale, Expo: 50 Ans 

D'Homosexualite

glossy cover 
magazine; 
Editions du 

Triangle

white and black font on 
pink, blue, and yellow 

boxes (respectively)

2015.001.001.168 304
23-29 January

1988
shirtless male wearing jeans, holding leather 

jacket over left shoulder
Planant, Axel Bauer

glossy cover 
magazine; 
Editions du 

Triangle rose

white and black font on 
pink, blue, and yellow 

boxes (respectively)

2015.001.001.169 305 unknown

frontal view of male from just below torso 
upward, taking off red shirt and wearing jeans; 

smaller scale drawn image of nude male to 
model's right (viewer's left)

Lionel Jospin, Questions Détournées; Alix, 
Mis A Nu; Elle aime les homos; Gais en 2008

glossy cover 
magazine; 
Editions du 

Triangle rose

"GAIPIED" in caps along 
top, in white font against 

coloured background

2015.001.001.170 306 unknown
frontal view of mostly nude male kneeling; 

smaller scale drawing of nude male to his right 
(viewer's left)

Cadix; Hiver Chaud; Jonathan Mann, Etre 
Libre; Berlin, Homo Museum

glossy cover 
magazine;
Editions du

Triangle rose

"GAIPIED" in caps along 
top, in white font against 

coloured background

2015.001.001.171 307 unknown
full frontal view of mostly nude male wearing 

black underwear, leaning against beige wall
Drague Service, Jorge Lavelli Copi Sur Scene;

Photos, Male & Bien; Je Divorce

glossy cover 
magazine; 
Editions du 

Triangle

"GAIPIED" in caps along 
top, in white font against 

coloured background

2015.001.001.172 308 20-26 Feb, 1988
front view of male laying down, wearing 

shredded white tank top and briefs; left arm 
resting behind head

Aveux, J'Aime Les Gigolos; Pierre Juquin, Le 
Marginal; Corps De Bronxe

glossy cover 
magazine;
Editions du

Triangle rose

"GAIPIED" in caps along 
top, in white font against 

coloured background

2015.001.001.173 309 Feb 27 - March
4,1988

front-facing male from torso upward, wearing 
jean shirt/brown leather jacket open in front

Rock Chanteurs Pervers; Madeleine Chapsal, 
Adieu L’Amour; Drague De Nuit; Pasolini

glossy cover 
magazine; 
Editions du 

Triangle rose

"GAIPIED" in caps along 
top, in blue font against 

coloured background



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Accession Number
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Numbe 
r

Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Publication 
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Logo

2015.001.001.174 310 5-11 March, 1988
fully clothed male from knees upward, gazing 
away from camera, wearing an image of the 

Eiffel Tower on white tank top

Muscles Années 40; Antoine Waechter, 
Verts et Roses; Guidoni, Ma Bouffe Mes 

Hommes; I (heart) New York

glossy 
magazine 

cover; Editions 
du Triangle rose

"GAIPIED" in caps along 
top, in pink font against 

coloured background

2015.001.001.175 311 12-18 March, 
1988

full back view of nude male wearing shoes, 
socks, putting bluejacket on one arm; smaller 

image of nude black male from torso up on left)

Sexy Black; Arlette Laguillier, It y a meme 
des prolos homos; Les Gaies Chacun Pour 

Soi, Ego; L'Amour Sourd

glossy 
magazine 

cover; Editions 
du Triangle rose

"GAIPIED" in caps along 
top, in white font against 

coloured background

2015.001.001.176 312
19/03 to 25/03 

1988
upper torso shot of a naked young man of 

uncertain age reclined in bed
Money of AIDS headline "L'ARGENT DU 

SIDA"
glossy colour 

magazine

elongated block fonts In 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.177 313
26/03 to 01/04

1988
full body shot of a shirtless young white man 

riding a motorcycle Gay Murders headline "MEURTRES GAIS" glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.178

2015.001.001.179

2015.001.001.180

314 2 to 9 April 1988

9 to 16 April, 
315

1988

316 14 April, 1988

upper torso shot of a shirtless white man in his 
20s with photo inlay of two shirtless young 

white men kissing
upper torso shot of a young shirtless white man 
wearing boxing gloves, with a band-aid over his 

eye

full body shot of a naked young white man 
sitting outdoors with a towel on his lap

The Homosexual Vote headline "LEVOTE 
HOMO"

Psy? Not gay! Headline "PSY? PAS GAI!''

Gigolo Pair healine "GIGOLO AU PAIR”

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.181 317 21 April, 1988 colour sketch depicting a torso shot of a man 
resembling Superman removing his clothes

Homosexual Tribes headline "TRIBUS 
HOMOS"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.182 318 21 April, 1988

full body shot of a shirtless young white man 
holding his shirt in his hands with a photo inlay 
of a full body (minus head) shot of a naked light- 

skinned man of uncertain race obscuring his 
genitals with his hands

Gay Family headline "FAMILLE GAIE"
glossy colour 

magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.133 319 Thursday, 5 May full body shot of a young white man wearing a 
leather jacket and jeans

Homosexual May 68 headline "MAI 68
HOMO"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours



GaiPied Magazine Listing
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2015.001.001.184 320/32
1

12 May. 1988
full body shot of a young naked Black man 

covered in perspiration, wearing a hard hat and 
leaning against a wall

7 Years of Liberty? Homosexuality, Equality, 
Fraternity headline "7 ANS DE LIBERTE? 

HOMOSEXUALITE, EGALITE, FRATERNITE”

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.185

2015.001.001.186

2015.001.001.187

322

323

324

May 26-June 1, front-facing male wearing white tank top and 
1988 undoing jeans

side/back profile of nude male from waist 2 June, 1988
upward leaning/looking out of window

shirtless male wearing jeans, holding sunglasses 9 June, 1988
on face, posed facing camera

Cannes 88; Cuvee Homo, Honneur aux 
Garçons

Les Homo Petetrent Les Sectes; Le Désarroi 
Masculin

Les Hommes Nus; GB, Thatcher Contre Les 
Gais; Patrick Sarfati, Photo D'Hommes

glossy cover 
magazine; 
Editions du 

Triangle rose
glossy cover 
magazine; 
Editions du 

Triangle rose
glossy cover 

magazine; 
Editions du 

Triangle rose

"GAIPIED" in caps along 
top, in light blue font 

against coloured 
background

GAIPIED in caps along top, 
in yellow font against 
coloured background

GAIPIED in caps along top, 
in white against coloured 

background

2015.001.001.188 325
side view of fully nude male with black leather 

16-22 June, 1998 jacket draped over both arms; glaring directly at 
camera

Gay Pride: Quit Nous Fair Marcher?; 
Perfecto: Un Cuir Nommé désir

glossy cover 
magazine; 
Editions du

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in orange font

2015.001.001.189

2015.001.001.190

326

327

nude, front-facing male kneeling behind large 23-29 June, 1988
tire, holding wrench

drawn image of nude male pulling on boot and June 30 - July 7, 
smoking a cigarette with cowboy hat covering 1988

genitalia

Vidéo tango: Corps a Corps; Odeurs: 
L'Amour Crade; Congrès de Stockholm Le 

Bilan

Minitels homos: L'écrit du Sexe; Voyage, 
Voyage: Hot Tour; Faux Prince, Vrai Clone

glossy cover: 
Editions du

Traingle rose
glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

GIAPIED in caps along top 
in white font

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in brown font

2015.001.001.191 328 7-20 July, 1988 fully nude male shown from behind laying on 
flotation tire in pool

French Life English Spoken; A poil. Guide 
des Plages Naturistes; Concours beaux 

mecs, Gagnez un Séjour a Key-West Pour 
Deux; Poster Couleur, Super Mecs Nus

glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in white font

2015.001.001.192 July 21 to August 
329

3,1988
front view of male wearing red Speedo swimsuit 

with right hand hiding behind back

Poster couleur mecs nus: special numéro 
double: Jeunes Gueules Du Ciné US; Les 

Amours D'été

glossy cover;
Editions du

Triangle rose

GIAPIED in caps along top 
in white font
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2015.001.001.193 330 8-18 August, 
1988

fully nude male viewed from behind, looking 
over right shoulder directly at camera; standing 

in front of lake

Poster couleur Nu dans les bois; 20 ans, 
Hétéro & Sida; Premier amout, un homme, 

un homme vingt ans apres

glossy cover: 
Editions du 

Traingle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in white font

2015.001.001.194 331 18-24 August, 
1988

fully clothed male wearing black tank top (with 
imprint), white bottoms and white fingerless 

gloves; gripping rope with both hands to right of 
own head, facing camera

Spécial Eros, 300 P.A. & Lettres; Sherpa, 
Mon Amour

glossy cover; 
Editions du 

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 
In yellow font

2015.001.001.195 332 25-31 August, 
1988

close up (chest up) view of male laying in 
(wheat?) field, facing camera; smiling, has curly 

brown hair

Cinéma, Once More (Encore); L'Amour a 
Mort; Garçons, Les Roux de la Fortune

glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in light blue font

2015.001.001.196 333 1-7 Sept, 1988
fully nude male with towel draped over body, 

standing in front of bench and mirror (back 
exposed) in studio space, facing camera

Sondage Exclusif Ipsos/GPH, Les Français 
(Sida) Prennent Des Risques!; Bruno 

Pecheux, Amour & Danse

glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in white font

2015.001.001.197 334 9-14 Sept, 1988
frontal view of half nude male wearing dark 

jeans, leaning against wall with street art/graffiti 
in background

Le sexe a l'école zérol; USA Act up/Act Now, 
Kamikazes Du Sida; Député suédois: Oui Je 
Suis Homo; Guy Hocquenghem L'Adieu au 

Métis

glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 
In light yellow font

2015.001.001.198 335 14-21 Sept, 1988 head shot of Olympic swimmer in pool, wearing 
cap, goggles; sticking out tongue Nos Hommes A Seoul; Phone Sexe Coupez

glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along in 
white font

2015.001.001.199 336 22-28 Sept, 1988

black and white image of two males: one 
wearing black unitard, front-facing and looking 
away from camera; one wearing white briefs, 
arms stretched above head, looking upward

Schwartzenberg: pourqoui il crie; Mode 
1989, Cowboys & Aristos; Extreme: les 

Rambo de L'Aventure

glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in purple font

2015.001.001.200 337 Sept 29 to Oct 
10,1988

front-facing & looking directly at camera, fully 
clothed male wearing white cropped t-shlrt and 

bottoms with thumbs gripping waistband

Mourmelon, Recherche disparus 
désespérment; Photo Garçons de Paradis; 

Athenes: Le Poete Assassiné; Lèamour sans 
désir

glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in white font

2015.001.001.201

2015.001.001.202

338

339

6-12 Oct, 1988

13 October, 1988

half nude male with hand placed down front of 
opened jeans, looking suggestively at camera

full body shot of a young dark-skinned man of 
uncertain race wearing a bathing suit and 

leaning against a wall

Prison, Le Virus En Liberté; Glisse Beach 
Boys; Gai Savoir, Veuve Radiguet Née 

Cocteau

The Masculine Nude headline "LE NU 
MASCULIN"

glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

glossy colour 
magazine

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in black font

elongated block fonts In 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
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Issue
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elongated block fonts in full body shot of two young white men kissing, 
one fully clothed and one in only underwear

(Capotes?) What to Choose? Headline glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.203 340 20 October, 1988 yellow and pastel/other 
"CAPOTES: QUE CHOISIR?"

assorted colours

Margins: The Sons in Baba headline elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastei/other 

torso shot of a fully clothed young white man glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.204 341 27 October, 1988 "MARGES; LES FILS A BABA"; The Love of with his arms folded across his chest
Adolescents headline "L'AMOUR D'ADOS" assorted colours

full body shot of a naked young white man 
sitting down, wearing only a white sleveless t- 

shirt

American Presidential: The Homosexul Vote 
headline “PRESIDENTIELLES AMERICAINES: 

LE VOTE HOMO"

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

3 November,
1988

glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.205 342

Photos List: Passion of Boys headline 
elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

10 November, full body shot of a shirtless young white man in 
fireman's attire being sprayed with water

"PHOTOS LIST: PASSION GARÇONS"; Crime glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.206 343
1988 (Shoot?); The Hospital of Hate headline 

"Pousse au crime: L'HOPITAL DE LA HAINE"

La Calotte Contre La Capote; Exclusif, half nude, front-facing male with long black hair 
wearing light coloured, opened at button jeans 

with left thumb hooked in pocked

glossy cover;
Editions du 

Triangle rose

Enquête G.P.H. Vivre Homo, Sexe, Mode de GAIPIED in caps along top 
in light blue font

2015.001.001.207 344 17-23 Nov, 1988
Vie, Santé, Politique; éros, Emile & la bande 

des six
glossy cover; 
Editions du 

Triangle rose

extreme close up of man's face with bright 
orange graphic in place of eyes

Sida, Exclusif Enquête G.P,H., le nouveau 
désordre amoureux

GAIPIED in caps along top 
in white font

2015.001.001.208 345 24-30 Nov, 1988

oversize glossy elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

Boys Laid Bare headline "GARÇONS MIS A 
NU"

2015.001.001.209 345-H n.d. head shot of a wet naked white man in his 20s colour 
magazine

chiseled male adorned in gold (jewels, dust) 
with black vines/roots covering body from 

bottom, up

Pierre et Gilles, Comme Des Anges; Maurice glossy cover;
Editions du

Triangle rose

GAIPIED in caps along top 2015.001.001.210 346 1-7 Dec, 1988 et Francois, 20 Ans D'Amour Galere; Sida 
in light pink fontLutter a Deux; Dandy, L'éternelle élégance

full body shot of a dark-skinned man of 
uncertain race wearing all white clothes and 

removing his shirt

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

8 December, 
1988

Mutual Aid: Volunteer Profession headline 
"ENTRAIDE: Profession Benevole"

glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.211 347

Homosexual Files: The Secret Report on the 
Wild Years headline “FICHIERS HOMOS: LE 

RAPPORT SECRET DES ANNEES FOLLES"

elongated block fonts in 15 December, full body shot of a young white man sitting 
down, wearing only underwear

glossy colour 
magazine

2015.001.001.212 348 yellow and pastel/other 1988
assorted colours

full body shot of two young white men standing 
behind evergreen tree boughs, with one holding 

the other's arm

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

349/35 22 December, 
1988

Boys of Christmas headline "LES BOYS DE 
NOEL"

glossy colour 2015.001.001.213
0 magazine

Oversize
Storage
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2015.001.001.214 351 5 January, 1989

full body shot of two young men dressed in 
leather, one white and one light-skinned and of 
uncertain race, with one embracing the other 

and licking his neck

20 Years: Boy Seeks Boy for Life headline 
"20 ANS: Garçon cherche garçon pour la vie"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.215 352 12 January, 1989
upper torso shot of a shirtless young tattooed 
white man holding a cane and putting his hand 

down his pants

Everything is Going Well: Homosexual and 
Happy Headline "TOUTVA BIEN: Homo & 

heureux"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.216 353 19 January, 1989 head shot of a young white man wearing a scarf
Downhill Ski headline "SKI En piste!"; Berlin: 

Love Over the Wall headline "BERLIN: 
L'amour par dessus Ie mur"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.217 354 26 January, 1989 torso shot of shirtless young white man folding 
his arms over his chest

The Ruined of AIDS headline "LES RUINES 
DU SIDA"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.218 354-H n.d.
torso shot of fully clothed young white man 

reclining in sand

Yves Paradis: Angles Show Their Sex 
headline "YVES PARADIS: LES ANGES 

MONTRENT LEUR SEXE"

oversize glossy 
colour 

magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.219 359 2 March, 1989
full body shot of a white man of uncertain age 

wearing Jeans and leather bondage attire with a 
leather jacket slung over his shoulder

Sex: The (Warehouse?) of Pleasure headline 
"SEXE: L'ENTREPOT DU PLAISIR"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.220 360 9 March, 1989
almost full body shot of a shirtless young light- 
skinned man of uncertain race wearing jeans 
with a track Jacket thrown over his shoulder

Séropositives: YES to Employment headline 
"SEROPOS: OUI AU TRAVAIL"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.221 361 16 March, 1989 head shot of Tom Cruise in his 20s wearing a 
dark colour polo shirt

Mixed Love headline "L'AMOUR MIXTE"; 
Tom Cruise: Outsider at the Top headline 

"TOM CRUISE: OUTSIDER AU TOP"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

The (Underside/Underwear?) of Pleasure: 

2015.001.001.222 362 23 March, 1989
almost full body shot of a light-skinned young 

man of uncertain race wearing only white 
underwear

The Return of the Kangaroo, The Males of 
(Dim?) headline "LES DESSOUS DU PLAISIR: 

LE RETOUR DU KANGOUROU, LES MALES DE 

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
DIM"

2015.001.001.223 363 30 March, 1989
torso shot of a shirtless light-skinned young man 

□f uncertain race wearing khakis with a t-shirt 
slung over his shoulder

Heavy Weights: Big Hugs headline "POIDS 
LOURDES: GROS CALINS"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.224 364 6 April, 1989
torso shot of a naked light-skinned young man 
of uncertain race smiling and swinging from a 

rope whose end is draped around his body

Mister France 89: The Most Beautiful, The 
Hottest headline "MONSIEUR FRANCE 89: 

LES PLUS BEAUX, LES PLUS CHAUDS"; 
GAULTIER GOES DISCO

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

Oversize
Storage
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2015.001.001.225 365 13 April, 1989
full body shot of a young Middle Eastern man, 
reclining on a (couch?) wearing a red speedo- 

style bathing suit

New Beat: The Acid Generation headline 
"NEW BEAT: GENERATION ACID”;The 

Middle East: The Gazelle Boys headline 
"MOYEN-ORIENT: LES GARÇONS GAZELLES"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.226 366 20 April, 1989
full body shot of a shirtless light-skinned young 
man of uncertain race with two tattoos wearing 

pink long underwear and grabbing his crotch

SSR Design: The (Capotes?) of the Future 
headline "SSR DESIGN: LES CAPOTES DU 

FUTUR"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.227 367/36 
8

27 April, 1989 almost full body shot of a naked young white 
man covering his genitals with long grasses

Gay Paris: Places of Election headline "PARIS 
GAI: LIEUX D'ELECTION"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.228 369 11 May, 1989
full body shot of a shirtless young light-skinned 
man of uncertain race performing a high-kick in 

martial arts attire

Concord: 2000 Séropositives on AZT 
headline "CONCORDE: 2000 SEROPOS SOUS 

AZT'

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.229 370 18 May, 1989 head shot of a shirtless and somewhat dark- 
skinned young man of uncertain race

What a Circus! Sylvie Joly, Alice Sapritch, 
Yvette Horner, Laurent Garnier headline 

"QUEL CIRQUE! SYLVIE JOLY, ALICE 
SAPRITCH, YVETTE HORNER, LAURENT 

GARNIER"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.230 372 1 June, 1989 full body shot of a fully clothed young white 
man leaning against a car parked in a field

Melting Friends: I Have Two Loves headline 
"MELTING POTES: J'AI DEUX AMOURS"; 
Drag: Predators of the Stations headline 

"DRAGUE: PREDATEURS DES GARES"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.231

2015.001.001.232

373

374

8 June, 1989

15 June, 1989

full body shot of a fully clothed young white 
man jumping in the air

full body shot of two young (white?) men 
wearing neon full-body bathing suits with their 

arms around one another

Europe: The Rights of Homosexuals headline 
"EUROPE: LES DROITS DES HOMOS"

USA 1969: Stonewall, the Revolt of the 
(Feet?) headline "USA 1969: STONEWALL LA 

REVOLTE DES PEDES"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.233 375 22 June, 1989 head shot of a fully clothed white man Jeans Special headline "SPECIAL JEANS”; The 
Sex Myth headline "LE MYTHE SEXE”

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.234 376 29 June, 1989
full body shot of a young white man wearing 
only torn jeans and reclining on a bale of hay

AIDS: The Social Challenge headline "SIDA: 
LE DEFI SOCIAL"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.235 377 6 July, 1989 upper torso shot of a young white man with his 
t-shirt lifted to show his nipple

Stop AIDS: The Swiss Campaign headline 
"STOP SIDA: LES SUISSES EN CAMPAGNE"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
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2015.001.001.236
378-
379 13 July, 1989

torso shot of a young naken light-skinned man 
of uncertain race with one hand behind his head 

and the other making a fist

Safer Test: Are you really SSR? Headline 
"SAFER TEST: ETES-VOUS VRAIEMENT SSR?"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.237 380-
381

3 August, 1989
almost full body shot of a light-skinned young 
man of uncertain race wading through water 

wearing a black speedo-style bathing suit

Audacious and Taboo: Photos of Men 1930-
1970

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.238 382 24 August, 1989

graphic illustration featuring a full body shot of 
a light-skinned young man of uncertain race 

sitting down, wearing all denim and a white t- 
shirt

Beaches: Police Rise Against (Feet?) 
headline "PLAGES: POUCE MONTEE CONTRE

PEDES"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001,239 383 31 August, 1989
full body shot of a younglight-skinned man of 

uncertain race wearing underwear and red 
gloves with a Batman logo painted on his chest

Batman: A Legend in Gold headline 
"BATMAN: UN MYTHE EN OR"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts In 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.240 384
7 September, 

1989

black and white head shot of a light-skinned 
young man of uncertain race resting his head in 

his hands

Spector's SAVAGE headline "Spector's 
SAUVAGE"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.241 385
14 September, 

1989
full body shot of a young Black man in a three 
piece suit with his face obscured by shadows

SOS: A Black Gay Against Apartheid headline 
"SOS: UN BLACK GAI CONTRE L'APARTHEID"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.242 336
blurred full body shot of a shirtless light-skinned Moschino: The Bad Boys headline 

21 September, 
young man of uncertain race removing his jacket "MOSCHINO: LES MAUVAIS GARÇONS"; 

1989 and wearing feathers around his neck "BLACK DANCE: LET'S VOGUE"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts In 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.243 387
Berlin East: Homosexuals at the Foot of the 

28 September, full body shot of two naked young white men Wall headline "BERLIN EST: HOMOS AU PIED 
1989 lying down and embracing

DU MUR"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.244 388 torso shot of a fully clothed young white man Prevention: (Urgency Down?) headline 
5 October, 1989

reclining "PREVENTION: L’URGENCE EN PANNE"
glossy colour 

magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.245 389
seven young white men lying around a campfire 

Gay Couples in Town Hall headline 
5 October, 1989 shirtless, embracing and leaning against one "COUPLES GAIS A LA MAIRIEI"

another

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.246 390

Reading Special: Solitary Pleasure headline 
full body shot of a shirtless young white man "SPECIAL LIRE: LE PLAISIR SOLITAIRE"; Ultra 

19 October, 1989
folding his arms over his chest Money: My Life With Andy Warhol headline 

"ULTRA FRIC: MA VIE AVEC ANDY WARHOL”

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
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2015.001.001.247 391 26 October. 1989

full body shot of a shirtless young (Spanish?) 
man wearing a matador's pants and jacket, 

holding the undone part of his pants with one 
hand

Hola I The Slut of Spain headline "Hola I 
PUTAIN D'ESPAGNE"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.248

2015.001.001.249

392

393

2 November, 
1989

9 November, 
1989

full body shot of a young white man wearing 
only a speedo-style bathing suit and leaning 

against a concrete poll

torso shot of a shirtless young East-Asian man 
with his hands In his jean pockets

New York: The Mayor Elected by Gays 
headline "NEW YORK: LE MAIRE ELU PAR 

LES GAIS"

FACS: The Campus Generation headline 
"FACS: GENERATION CAMPUS"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.250

2015.001.001.251

394

395

16 November, 
1989

23 November, 
1989

upper torso shot of a naked young white man 
viewed from between the legs of another man 

wearing military-style pants

full body aerial-perspective shot of a shirtless 
young white man

(Bidasse?): Being One of Not headline 
"BIDASSE: EN ETRE OU PAS"

World AIDS Day 1 headline "JOURNEE 
MONDIALE SIDA 1"; Exclusive: Homosexuals 
and AIDS headline "EXCLUSIF: LES HOMOS & 

LE SIDA"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.252 396 30 November, 
1989

image of a man’s shadow behind bars cast on a 
wall

World AIDS Day 2 headline "JOURNEE 
MONDIALE SIDA 2"; The Patriarch: French 
AIDS-toriums headline "LE PATRIARCHE: 

SIDATORIUMS FRANÇAIS"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.253 397 7 December, 
1989

full body shot of two shirtless young men, one 
white, one light-skinned and of uncertain race, 

□ne with his arms around the other

(Lasts Area?): Prague Before the Storm 
headline "ZONE DUR: PRAGUE AVANT 

L'ORAGE

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.254

2015.001.001.255

398

401

colour sketch depicting a full body shot of a 14 December, 
young white man in a bathing suit removing his 

1989
t-shirt by the beach

head shot of a shirtless light-skinned young man 4 January, 1990
of uncertain race

Amsterdam: The Homosexual Expo headline 
"AMSTERDAM: L'EXPO HOMO"

Greek Eros: Love Without Modesty headline 
"EROS GREC: L'AMOUR SANS PUDEUR"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.256 402 graphic showing five headshots of young men of 12 January, 1990
various races inside olympic-coloured rings

Champions: Our Political Men of Tomorrow 
headline "CHAMPIONS: NOS HOMMES 

POLITIQUES POUR DEMAIN"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.257 403
torso shot of a shirtless light-skinned young man 

19 January, 1990 of uncertain race wearing dog tags with his arms 
folded across his chest

Hosansky Photography: (From Provocation 
to Despair?) headline "HOSANSKY 
PHOTOGRAPH: DE LA PROVOC AU 

DESESPOIR"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
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2015.001.001.258 404 26 January, 1990
full body shot of a young white man wearing 
only track shorts and a medal around his neck

Preview: 6000 Gay Athletes in Vancouver 
headline "PREVIEW: 6000 ATHLETES GAIS A 

VANCOUVER”

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.259 405
head shot of a naked young white man staring 

2 February, 1990 Into the camera

College: Adolescent Gays Under Protection 
headline "COLLEGE: ADOS GAIS SOUS 

PROTECTION"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.260 406 full body shot of a young East Asian man 9 February, 1990
wearing only athletic pants and smiling

Thai Boxing: Ok for the (Ko?) headline 
"BOXE THAI: OK POUR LE KO"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.261 407
full body shot of a young light-skinned man of 16 February, 

uncertain race leaning against a rock wall 
1990

wearing jeans with his shirt unbuttoned

Pregnancy: Men too! Headline "GROSSESSE: 
LES HOMMES AUSSI!"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.262 408

torso shot of a fully clothed young white man 
23 February, standing with his arms crossed, behind him is an 

1990 older white woman who is also fully clothed and 
mostly obscured by the man

Exile: I Have Two Loves headine "EXIL: J'AI 
DEUX AMOURS"

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.263

2015.001.001.264

2015.001.001.265

409

410

411

almost full body shot of a young naked Black 
2 March, 1990 man with one hand on his hip and his back 

facing the camera

head shot of Boy George wearing make-up, a 
9 March, 1990

white hat and white gloves

full body shot of two young white men smiling 16 March, 1990
and (play-wrestling?) wearing only shorts

Chill: Pinochet in the Closet, Gays Too 
headline "CHILI: PINOCHET AU PLACARD, 

LES GAIS AUSSI"
March 10: Boy George (Tours?) With GPH 
headline "10 MARS: BOY GEORGE FAIT LE 

CIRQUE AVEC GPH"
Séropositives and (Seronegas?): Love 

Cocktails headline "SEROPOS & 
SERONEGAS: COCKTAILS D'AMOUR"

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

glossy colour 
magazine

elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours
elongated block fonts in 
yellow and pastel/other 

assorted colours

2015.001.001.266 423 7 June, 1990

full body shot taken through steamy glass of 
two young light-skinned men of uncertain race 
wearing only towels around their waist, one 

embracing the other from behind

Saunas: Here We Go headline "SAUNAS: Ca 
repart!"

glossy colour 
magazine

rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.267 458 21 February, 
1991

torso shot of a young white man wearing an 
unzipped leather jacket to expose his chest

Rimbaud Alive headline "Rimbaud vivant" glossy colour 
magazine

rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.268
468/46 

9
2 May, 1991

full body shot of two young men, one white and 
one light-skinned and of uncertain race, wearing 

only bathing suits, with one leaning on the 
other's shoulder

Homosexual Parents: Children of the Heart 
headline "PARENTS HOMO: Enfants de 

coeur"

glossy colour 
magazine

rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours
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MINITEL: Messaging in the (Collimator?) 
headline "MINITEL: Les messageries dans Ie 

collimateur"

12 September,
1991

head shot of a naked young white man standing glossy colour rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.269 485
by water magazine

head shot of a white man of uncertain age 
wearing a white sleevless t-shirt standing with 

his back against the back of a police officer

Deauville Venise: The Homosexual Wave 
headline "DEAUVILLE VENISE: LA VAGUE 

HOMO"

19 September, glossy colour 
magazine

rounded block font in 2015.001.001.270 486
1991 pastel and dark colours

torso shot of a young white man holding out a 
handfull of pills, wearing an undone track jacket 

to reveal his chest

26 September, 
1991

AIDS Scammers headline "ESCROCS DU 
SIDA"

glossy colour rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.271 487
magazine

almost full body shot of a naked young white 
man lying down in bed, using his hands to 

obscure his genitals

Clandestines: The New Sex Clubs of San 
glossy colour 

magazine
rounded block font in 2015.001.001.272 488 3 October, 1991 Francisco headline "CLANDESTINES: Les 

pastel and dark coloursnouveaux SEX CLUBS de San Francisco

torso shot of a young Black man wearing only Writing: The Fury of Desire headline 
"ECRIRE: La fureur du desir"

glossy colour rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.273 490 17 October, 1991
underwear, with his back facing the camera

Cinema Special: The Posion of Todd Haynes 
headline "SPECIALCINEMA: POISON de 

Todd Haynes

magazine

AIDS Scammers Continued headline 
"ESCROCS DU SIDA SUITE"

glossy colour 
magazine

rounded block font in 2015.001.001.274 491 24 October, 1991 no cover model
pastel and dark colours

14 November, head and upper torso shot of a young naked glossy colour rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.275 494
1991 white man with his hand placed near his nipple magazine

no cover model, photo inlay or four arms and 
hands of different colours and sizes gripping one 

another

28 November, Excusive Inquiry: Gays and AIDS headline glossy colour 
magazine

rounded block font in 2015.001.001.276 496
1991 "ENQUETE EXCLUSIVE: GAIS & SIDA" pastel and dark colours

5 December, 
1991

graphic featuring a person whose head is MINITEL: (Vacuum Cleaning?) headline 
"MINITEL: Nettoyage par LE VIDE"

glossy colour rounded block font in
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.277 497
obscured placing a computer into a garbage bin magazine

full body shot of three men, two young and 
white and standing, one older and light skinned 

and of uncertain race and sitting, all wearing 
12 December, Stars Against AIDS headline "STARS CONTRE 

LE SIDA"
glossy colour 

magazine
rounded block font in 2015.001.001.278 498

1991 pastel and dark colours
long robes and head coverings

499/50 19 December, 
1991

glossy colour rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.279 no cover model "500"0 magazine
Taboo Books: The Infancy of Words 

headline "LIVRES TABOUS: L'enfance des 
mots"

head shot of a fully clothed young white man 
staring upwards

glossy colour 
magazine

rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.280 502 9 January, 1992

full body shot of two young naked Black men, 
one embracing the other from behind, both are 

partially shadowed to obscure their nudity

13 February, 
1992

Saint Valentine: Love Always? Headline 
"SAINT-VALENTIN: L'amour toujours?"

glossy colour rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.281 507
magazine



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Issue 
Publication 

Format
Accession Number Numbe Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines Logo

r
Comics «I'm gay» The Coming Out of the 

Superhero Northstar headline "COMICS 
«I'm gay» Come out du superheros 

Northstar"

20 February, 
1992

colour graphic illustration of the comic book glossy colour 
magazine

rounded block font in 
pastel and dark colours

2015.001.001.282 508
character Northstar

Victory! Headline "Victoire!"; Queer, femme 
or butch? Headline "Queer, fem ou butch?"

colour 
newspaper

white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.283 515 9 April, 1992 no cover model

three shirtless young white men standing in 
colour white block font on a 

circular blue background
2015.001.001.284 523 4 June, 1992 front of a Russian flag, one crushing a soda can In the East, Hell headline "A l'Est, I'enfer" newspaper

in his fist

colour 
newspaper

white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.285 524 11 June, 1992 no cover model Let Us Be Proud headline "Soyons fiers!"

Enough! Headline "ASSEZ!"; Ten Thousand 
People at Gay Pride headline "Dix mille 

personnes a la Gay Pride!"

colour white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.286 525 18 June, 1992 no cover model
newspaper

large colour photo of a sea of protesters with 
umbrellas and raincoats

Gays Get Wet headline "Les gais se colour 
newspaper

white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.287 526 25 June, 1992
mouillent"

Yes to a Gay Europe headline "Oui a 
l'Europe gaie"

colour white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.288 527 2 July, 1992 large colour photo of a sea of people marching
newspaper

black and white cartoon illustration of an orgy 
involving people of all races, body types and 

genders

The Planet is (Up in the Air?) headline "La colour 
newspaper

white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.289 528 9 July, 1992
planete s'envoie en l'air"

The CRS Are Bludgeoning headline "Les CRS 
matraquent"

colour white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.290 530 23 July, 1992 colour photo of police arresting citizens
newspaper

No to the Low Blows Against 36 15 headline 
"Non au coups bas contre le 36 15"

colour 
newspaper

white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.291 532 27 August, 1992 no cover model

colour Illustration of a young shirtless white 3 September,
1992

Men, Are they Men? Headline "Les hommes 
sont-Ils des hommes?"

colour white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.292 533 man holding a child who is drinking out of a 
newspaperbaby bottle

24 September, [assorted quotes on readers' reactions to 
the possible disappearance of Gaipied]

colour 
newspaper

white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.293 536 no cover model1992

I'm Not a Gay, I'm a (Pedal?) headline "Je ne 
suis pas gal, je suis un pedale!"

colour white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.294 537 1 October, 1992 colour illustration of shirtless (harlequin jokers?)
newspaper



GaiPied Magazine Listing

Accession Number
Issue

Numbe 
r

Date Cover Model Select Cover Headlines
Publication 

Format
Logo

2015.001.001.295 522 28 May, 1992 no cover model
French Show Business Mobilizes Against 
AIDS headline "Le show-biz français se 

mobilize contre le sida"

colour 
newspaper

white block font on a
circular blue background

2015.001.001.296 531 30 July, 1992
full body shot of a young white man lying down 
in the sand wearing only a speedo-style bathing 

suit and sunglasses
Summer Special headline "special ete"

colour 
newspaper

white block font on a 
circular blue background

2015.001.001.297 538 8 October, 1992 no cover model
Exclusive Interview With (Mgr?) Gaillot 

headline "Interview exclusive de Mgr Gaillot"
colour 

newspaper
white block font on a 

circular blue background

2015.001.001.298 539 15 10 1992 no cover model
Who Else is Going to Talk About It? headline 

"Qui d'autre en parlera?"
colour 

newspaper
white block font on a 

circular blue background

2015.001.001.299

2015.001.001.300

540

541

22 

29 

October, 1992

October, 1992

black and white photo of three young shirtless 
white men standing together, two smiling and 

one blowing a kiss
colour illustration of people of all races, ages, 
body types and genders jumpingout of a tall 

building

A History Stops; (It's Your Move?) headline 
"Une histoire s'arrête: A vous de jouer!"

Last Issue headline "DERNIER NUMERO"

colour 
newspaper

colour 
newspaper

white block font on a 
circular blue background

white block font on a 
circular red background

Oversize
Storage
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Accession Number Title Issue Date of Issue
Physical 

Description/ Size Publisher Location Price Cover Image Headlines Notes # of Pgs Language

2015.001.002.001 Sui Generis edition 25 Ano Ill-n 25-1997 standard mag size; 
matte finish

unknown Brazil R $4,50

Front-facing male 
wearing white 

bathing suit, holding 
flag on a beach at

Os gays, sabem mais; 
Silvia Poppovic, O ex 
estava comoutrol;
Fernanda Abreu...

magazine in good 
condition with 

general wear
66 Portuguese

Close-up of a Du, Moscovis;

2015.001.002.002 Sui Generis edition 30 Ano IV-n 30-1998
standard mag size; 

matte finish unknown Brazil R $4,50 man/model's face 
with prominent 

Bornay casou-se com 
mulher, mas so para 

magazine in good- 
excellent condition 66 Portuguese

brow and brown ajudar...

front-facing male w 
chiseled body, head magazine in good 

2015.001.002.003 5ui Generis edition 34 Ano IV-n 34-1998
standard mag size; 

matte finish unknown Brazil R $5,90
facing downward, 
wearing red swim 

Sui Generis: Gratis o 
encarte etcetera

condition with 
general ware along 66 Portuguese

suit/underwear; red spine
background

man in tank top 

2015.001.002.004 Sui Generis edition 36 Ano IV -n 36 - 1998
standard magazine 

size; matte finish
R $5,90 sitting stop a 

motorcycle, looking 
Sui Generis: Gratis o 

encarte etcetera
magazine in good- 
excellent condition 66 Portuguese

away from camera

shirtless male magazine in very 

2015.001.002.005 Sui Generis edition 49 Ano V-n 49- 1999
standard size; matte 

finish unknown Brazil R$5,90 wearing brimmed 
hat and backpack, 

Sui Generis: Bye-Bye 
Brasil

good condition (pen 
marks on front cover 

66 Portuguese

upward angle shot by hinge)

brown-haired, 
shirtless male 

2015.001.002.006 Sui Generis edition 51
Ano VI - n 51 - 

January 10, 2000
standard size; matte

cover unknown Brazil R $5,90
wearing white pants, 

looking directly at 
Sui Generis: Agora 

Quizenal!; Sexo 2000
magazine In very 
good condition 66 Portuguese

camera; orange and 
black background

2015.001.002.007 Sui Generis edition 48 Ano V - n 48 - 1999
standard size; matte 

finish
unknown Brazil R $5,90

side profile view or 
person having their

Suit Generis: Cassia 
Eller

magazine in good 
shape: some pages 66 Portuguese

blonde-haired 
woman wearing red 

2015.001.002.008 Sui Generis edition 14
standard size; matte 

Ano II - n 14 finish unknown Brazil R $5,50
sequened dress 
against orange 

Sui Generis: Marta 
Suplicy

magazine in good 
condition

50 Portuguese

backdrop, looking 
directly at camera

front view of woman magazine is in good 

2015.001.002.009 Sui Generis edition 8
standard size; matte 

n 8 - December 1995
finish

unknown Brazil R $5,50
wearing white dress 

looking out from 
behind dark red 

Sui Generis: Moda 
Verao; Pasolini; 
Sexo; Gore Vidal

condition; general 
wear and shallow 
scratch marks on 

50 Portuguese

curtains front cover

2015.001.002.010 5ui Generis edition 26
standard size; matte 

Ano III-n 26-1997 cover finish unknown Brazil R $4,50

four males: one 
sitting on floor, one 

on chair, two 
standing; against 

flashy, purple 
sequened backdrop

Suit Generis: Sergio 
Britto

magazine is in fair
good condition;

significant cracking 
on spine from 

general use

66 Portuguese

2015.001.002.011 Sui Generis edition 13
standard size; matte 

Ano II - n 13 finish
unknown Brazil R$5,50

front-facing male 
from chest up 
wearing multi

coloured jacket with

Sui Generis: Diogo 
Vitela

magazine in very 
good shape with 

some cracking along 
spine

50 Portuguese
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2015.001.002.012 Sui Generis edition 21 Ano III-n 21-1997
standard size; matter 

finish
unknown Brazil R $5,50

close-up of faces of 
two males: top looks 
directly at camera, 
bottom looks to his 

left (our right);
purple backdrop

magazine in fair
good condition: 

damage to cover, 
but not in fragile 

state

66 Portuguese

long-haired male magazine in good 

2015.001.002.013 Sui Generis edition 2-
Ano III-n 20- 
February 1997

standard size; matte 
finish

unknown Brazil R $5,50
lying on stomach on 

a bed, wearing 
cowboy boots and 

Sui Generis: Garotos 
de Programa

condition with minor 
cracking along spine 
and LRCs of pages 

66 Portuguese

clutching money folded

2015.001.002.014 Sui Generis edition 15 Ano II-n 15 standard size; matter 
finish

unknown Brazil R $5,50

front view of male 
smoking a cigarette, 

wearing a black 
corset; against dark 

green backdrop

Sui Generis: magazine in good 
Leonardo Vieira - condition with minor 
Como voce nunca cracking along spine 

viu! from general wear

50 Portuguese

2015.001.002.015

2015.001.002.016 
(DUPLICATE)

Sui Generis

Sui Generis

edition 9

edition 9

Ano II - n 9 - 
February 1996

Ano II - 9 - February 
1996

standard size; matte 
finish

unknown Brazil R $5,50
male wearing soccer 
attire (shorts, socks, 

shoes) sitting

Sui Generis: Força na 
shape with generalPatolada

39 Portuguese

2015.001.002.017
G Magazine (cover 

page only}
unknown unknown

standard size; glossy 
cover page Fractal Ltda. Brazil unknown

fully nude male with 
back facing camera, 
looking over right

os leopardos, 
homens da selva e 

do asfalto;

cover in very good 
condition Portuguese

2015.001.002.018 G Magazine edition 23
Ano 2 - Agosto 
(August) 1999

standard magazine 
size; glossy

Fractal Ltda. Sao Paolo, Brazil R$6,90

Close-up of model 
Nico Puig with open 

shirt, wearing a 
necklace

anjo e demonio 
NICO PUIG

magazine in good 
condition with 
general wear

90 Portuguese

2015.001.002.019 G Magazine edition 36
Ano 3 - Setembro 
(September) 2000

standard magazine 
size; glossy Fractal Ltda. Brazil R$6,90

Close-up of man 
with green eyes with 
face half submerged

G Magazine: Mateus 
Carrieri Mergulhe

114 Portuguese

2015.001.002.020 G Magazine edition 02 Ano 1 standard size; glossy Fractal Ltda. Brazil R$6,90

Nude male bracing 
himself in a chair, 
staring directly at 

G Magazine: Alex 
Rivera

magazine in good 
condition;

newspaper pages 
found inside front

unknown Portuguese

camera
cover

blonde-haired male 
sneering at camera 
with left backhand magazine in good 

2015.001.002.021
G.l. (Gay 

International) edition 8
larger than standard 

n 8 -Juin (June) 1985 magazine size; matte 
finish

France
11,00 
Francs

visible and placed in 
front of his right 

shoulder, wearing a 

G.I.: Les Gays et 
L'Armee

condition; slight 
water damage on 
rear cover along 

62 French

black coat with bottom
prominent collar;

lime green backdrop

2015.001.002.022 HERMES n/a

Conasida (The 
slightly smallerthan 

National Council for 
n/a standard size 

the Prevention and
(Playboy);

Control of AIDS)

Mexico $10 000;
US$4.50

completely nude, 
chiseled male with 

bottom half covered 
by book label, gazing 

away from camera

Perekstroika Gay;
Sida, Derechos 

Humanos y Medios; 
Humberto Zurita, 
Actor y Galan; Ex-

76 Spanish

2015.001.002.023 illico Magazine n/a July/August 1991 small in size; glossy Videotron France 5 Francs

mostly nude, 
chiseled male body 

w/out head, wearing 
a towel

Spécial été

flyer for a cappella 
group The Fabulous 
Flirtations on pink 

paper inside 
magazine

74 French
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Various Pubs Pers Files
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2015.001.002.024 Jornal do Homo 
Pleiguei

1982
standard magazine 

size; glossy unknown
Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil
Cr $200,00

Fully nude male 
applying sunscreen 

on a beach; image of 
a cherub covers his 

genitals

Inamps aposenta 
bichas; Especial: 

historias e fotos (a 
dois) do amorgueil; 
Cinco anos do cadeia 

para homossexual;
Guillermo da a

magazine in good 
shape: middle pages 

present but not 
attached to outer 

cover (handle with 
care)

26 Portuguese

two (possibly nude) 

2015.001.002.025 Homens edition 38 Ano IV - n 38 - yr 
unkwn

slightly smallerthan
standard sized; glossy

SG -Press Editora 
Ltda.

Brazil R $5,90 men embracing on 
beach, both looking 

Homens: Os Ninfetos
magazine in good- 
excellent condition

50 Portuguese

directly at camera

Nude male standing Super Macho Sex

2015.001.002.026 Super Macho Sex: 
Especial

edition 1 Ano 1 - n 1 standard size; glossy 'n/a
Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil R $3,90
by water, 

superimposed by 
three smaller images

Especial: Super 
Poster Sensacional; 

Os Grandes Stripers;

good condition; page 
numbers non

existent; possibly
unknown Portuguese

2015.001.002.027 Babilonia edition 162
n 162 - Gennaio 
(January) 1998

standard size; matte 
finish; page 

quality/density 
above average

unknown Milan, Italy
Glad Day 

Books 
price: $B.95

Man wearing 
sunglasses with 

whistle in his mouth 
holding a protest

Babilonia: Dossier 
MovimentoGay

magazine is in 
excellent condition 

throughout
94 Italian

two people in an 

2015.001.002.028 Babilonia edition 148
n 148 - Ottobre 
(October) 1996

standard size; matte 
finish; page 

quality/density 
above average

unknown Milan, Italy
Glad Day 

Books 
price: $8.95

embrace with one's 
head resting on the 
other's cheek, both 
looking away from

magazine in 
excellent condition;

good quality 
publishing

94 Italian

camera

2015.001.002.029 Babilonia edition 145
n 145 Giugno (June) 

1996

standard size; matte 
finish; page 

quality/density 
above average

unknown Italy

Sticker 
price 

(currency 
unspecified 

): 14,50

image of people 
walking in a Pride 

Parade

Babilonia: Napoli gay 
pride 28 Giugno 1996

magazine in 
excellent condition;

good quality 
publishing; gay pride 

edition

94 Italian

drawn/animation of 

2015.001.002.030 The Gay & Lesbian 
Review Worldwide

ed.l
January-February, 
2003 (Volume X, 

Number 1)

slightly smaller than The Gay and Lesbian 
standard magazine 

Review Inc.
size; glossy finish

Boston, Mass.
$4.95 USA;

$7.00 
CANADA

man's enlarged 
head/face wearing 
large glasses atop a

Visual Modalities; magazine in very 
Winter Reading good condition

50 English (American)

distorted and 

2015.001.002.031 The Gay & Lesbian 
Review Worldwide

ed.5
September-October, 

2002 (Volume IX, 
Number 5)

slightly smallerthan 
The Gay and Lesbian 

standard magazine 
Review Inc.

size; glossy finish
Boston, Mass.

$4.95 USA;
$7.00 

CANADA

white cover with 
green colouring on 
tank top worn by 
headless/armless

magazine in very 
Voices of the (S)ages

good condition
50 English (American)

shirtless male 
wearing red bathing magazine in good 

2015.001.002.032 Têtu series 5 été (summer) 2004 - 
hors-série 05

larger than standard 
magazine size; glossy Pierre Bergé

finish
France 5,00 €

suit with black towel 
over right shoulder, 
forward facing and 

condition with 
Têtu: plage (beach) general wear and 

partially folded cover 
130 French

looking directly at page(LRC)
camera

2015.001.002.033 Le Nouvel 
Observateur

edition 1822
n 1822, 7-13 
Octobre 1999

larger than standard 
Le Nouvel 

magazine size; glossy 
Observateur

finish
France 20,00 

Francs

patterned, pixelated 
image of older man 
wearing a brimmed 

hat, a suit, and 
highlighted red 
spectacles; red

background

Le Nouvel 
Observateur: magazine in very 

L'inconscient a cent good quality with 
ans FREUD comment small tear on URC of
la psychanalyse nous cover

a changés

66 French
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blonde-haired male 

2015.001.002.034 5amourai edition 10 n 10-Août (August) 
1983

standard size; matte 
finish

Samourai Magazine France 16, 00 
Francs

shown from head to 
shoulders, looking 
away from camera; 

"cloudy" blue 

Samourai: Une 
Maniere D'Etre Un 

Homme; Amours De 
Vacances

magazine in good 
condition with 
general ware

50 French

backdrop

2015.001.002.035 Bananaloca edition 4 standard size; glossy n 4 Fractal Ltda. Brazil
finish R$4,90

front view of nude magazine in good 
male in a bubble shape with general 

bath, facing camera wear
50 Portuguese

2015.001.002.036 Gato edition 6
standard size; matte 

n 6 unknown Brazil
finish

unknown

front view of mostly Gato: Turismo; Sexo;
magazine in fairnude with goggles O Poder 

good condition: be on head, wearing Homossexual; 
mindful of loosezebra print swimsuit; Pedofilia; Videos 

pageswhite background Gays;Gatoes

35 Portuguese

2015.001.002.037 Jean-Paul edition 62
larger than standard 

n 62 - Avril-Mai 1994 magazine size; matte unknown France
finish

35,00 F; 
Canada 
$9.95

Jean-Paul: BCBG ou 
partially nude male 

NAP?; Special Jeunes
with black shirt at

Imberbes; une magazine in very elbows, staring
Nouvelle Race de good condition

directly at camera;
Minet; Candide du light purple backdrop

Porno

38 French

two small images on Programma of 
QueerSites: Bodies right side of cover; Events booklet 
at Work, Bodies at 

2015.001.002.038 Play (New College, 
University of 

n/a
May 13,14, 15 1993 

smaller in size than (Programme of New College (?) Toronto, Canada
standard magazine

Events)
n/a

contains title, contains 
location, nature of Programme of Events intermittent 

document, and marginalia 
37 English (Canadian)

Toronto) disabled/accessibility throughout; note 
wheelchair symbol local significance

Cruisin' The Naughty 
Nautical New 

2015.001.002.039 Musical: S,S. Fruit 
Cocktail

n/a smaller in size than Fruit Cocktail '95 &October 5-15, 1995 Toronto, Canada
standard magazine Jelleyfish Productions

n/a

light blue cover with 
A Benefit For Breast Programme of nautical images: two 
Cancer Research & Events in excellent cruise ships, circular 

The Lesbian and Gay condition; note local life-preserver in
Community Appeal significancemain logo

36 English (Canadian)

The Roadkills: The 
"Funny Animal" 

2015.001.002.040 comic for sullen 
artsy types

edition 1
Vol. 1, No. 1, 

December 1995 (6th Small in size Lemming Press Toronto, Canada
printing)

$1.50

white cover page 
with black titles and 

local artistry 
image of animal see title

(Michael Sternberg)
(deer? mouse?) 
surrounded by

unspecified English (Canadian)

The Roadkills: The 
"Funny Animal" 

2015.001.002.041 comic for sullen 
artsy types

edition 2
Vol. 1, No. 2, August 

small in size Lemming Press Toronto, Canada1996 (2nd printing) $1.50

white cover page 
"If 1 can't dance... with black titles and local artistry 
Then it's not my 

images of animal (Michael Sternberg)
Revolution!"

characters

unspecified English (Canadian)

silver giossy cover 

Teatro Nacional De 
2015.001.002.042 D. Maria II: O Fidalgo 

Aprendix
n/a

smaller than 
standard magazine 

Author: Francisco
unknown size; typical theatre Brazil

Manuel de Mello
program size; glossy 

cover

n/a

with thin red and Theatre production 
green rim; real face which has had 

of a man numerous editions see title
superimposed by a printed and has been 
drawing of a body adapted into 
wearing elaborate numerous version

44 Portuguese

outfit

Storm Over Sagres: 
OR, How A Book 

2015.001.002.043 Review Casuse a
Duke to Lose His Cool

n/a
matte cover; 

Harold B. Johnson, 
2001 standard magazine Tucson, Arizona

University of Virginlasize
n/a

A series of white cover with 
appendices detailing title, author and 

"correspondence" location of see title
between the author publication in simple 

and the Duke of black font
Braganza in Portugal

16 English
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2015.001.002.044
Canadian Lesbian 
and Gay Archives PG Newsletter No. 1 No. 1 (year unknown)

standard magazine 
size; short paper 

booklet
CLGA Toronto, Canada n/a

standard paper 
newsletter with four 

pages (printing on 
front and back)

Keeping Our Stories 
Alive Through 
Planned Giving

Explains "planned 
giving" in detail

4 English

2015.001.002.045

Lesbian and Gay 
Archivist: Newsletter 

of the Canadian 
Lesbian and Gay 

Archives

11
Number 11, 

February 1995

standard 
newsletter/magazine 

size
CLGA Toronto, Canada n/a

content printed in 
standard newsletter 
columns; black and 
white photo of an

archival/office/library 
space

Building the New 
Archives

Details plans to 
maintain/expand the 
archival space; inside 

pages are loose

8 English

2015.001.002.046

Lesbian and Gay 
Archivist: Newsletter 

of the Canadian 
Lesbian and Gay 

Archives

14 No. 14, June 1998
standard 

newsletter/magazine 
size

CLGA Toronto, Canada n/a

content printed in 
sections of various 

sizes (not typical 
newspaper 

columns); black and 
white photo of male 

torso by Normal 
Hatton (Toronto)

Celebrating Our 25th 
Anniversary

25th Anniversary 
edition; inside pages 

are loose
8 English

2015.001.002.047

Lesbian and Gay 
Archivist: Newsletter 

of the Canadian 
Lesbian and Gay 

Archives

15 No. 15, August 1999
standard 

newsletter/magazine 
size

CLGA Toronto, Canada n/a

content printed in 
sections of various 

sizes (not typical 
newspaper 

columns); black and 
white sketch of Jane 

Rule (by Catharine

Our National Portrait 
Collection

note loose pages 8 English

2015.001.002.048

Centre/Fold: 
Newsletter of the 

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies

4 Spring 1993 .
standard 

newsletter/magazine 
size

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies
Toronto, Canada n/a

bold purple title and 
ed. # at top; black 

and white photo of 
Queer Sites award 

recipients (4 ppl)

Awards Presented at
Queer Sites

newsletter in very 
good condition

16 English

2015.001.002.049

2015.001.002.050

Centre/Fold: 
Newsletter of the 

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies

Centre/Fold: 
Newsletter ofthe 

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies

5

6

Fall/Winter 93/94

Spring 1994

standard 
newsletter/magazine 

size

standard 
newsletter/magazine 

size

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies

Toronto, Canada

Toronto, Canada

n/a

n/a

bold yellow titled 
and ed, #at top; 
black and white 

photo of authors at a 
Toronto reading (2 

ppi)
bold orange title and 

ed. # at top; black 
and white photo of 2 
ppi who worked on 
the Khush History 
Archiving Project

Buffalo Historians
Woo Toronto

Oral History Project 
Gets Lynch Grant

newsletter in very 
good condition

newsletter in very 
good condition

12

16

English

English

2015.001.002.051

Centre/Fold: 
Newsletter ofthe 

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies

7 Fall 1994
standard 

newsletter/magazine 
size

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies
Toronto, Canada n/a

bold green title and 
ed.#; black and 
white photo of 
couple at Pride

Queer Learneds
Society Takes Off

newsletter in very 
good condition

28 English

2015.001.002.052

Centre/Fold: 
Newsletter ofthe 

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies

8 Spring 1995
standard 

newsletter/magazine 
size

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies
Toronto, Canada n/a

bold pink title and 
ed. #; black and 
white photo of 

members of CLG5 
board + Eve 

Sedgwick(7 ppl total)

Toronto Welcomes 
Eve Sedgwick

newsletter in very 
good condition

36 English
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Red title filler 

2015.001.002.053

Centre/Fold: 
Publication of the 

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies

11 Fall 1998
standard 

newsletter/magazine 
size

Toronto Centre for 
Lesbian and Gay 

Studies
Toronto, Canada n/a

(different format 
than previous 

editions); no cover 
image, just content 
in two columns w 

table of contents at 

Call for Submissions: 
Michael Lynch 

History Grant& 
Young Writers' 

Contest

newsletter in very 
good condition

16 English

bottom

Turning Points in First page has black 
Sexual Identity: and white image of 

2015.001.002.054
Bisexual Women 

Choosing Between 
Monogamous and 

n/a unknown
4 page article on 

standard sized paper not listed Toronto, Canada n/a
Margaret Robinson 

(feminist scholar and 
bisexual activitist 

Title; Reasons This 
Needs To Be Studied

papers are in 
excellent condition

Polamorous from Toronto); first 
Relationships page is mostly text

2015.001.002.055

No title; 'Sapeca' 
label on front (David 

Higgs' personal 
journal)

n/a unknown
average 

journal/paperback 
book size

Personal journal of 
David Higgs unknown n/a

Colourful animated 
image of children 

dressed as a pirate 
and a mermaid

n/a
spine of journal In 

poor condition, 
handle with care

n/a (Commentary on Commentary on 
egotism, the 2 standard size n/a, first page is full Autiobiography, egotism, the 

2015.001.002.056 autobiography, n/a unknown sheets of paper, not listed unknown n/a text, second has biography and the autobiography, 
information and unattached partial text historian information and 

sexuality) sexuality

29 pages of standard 
2015.001.002.057 Joe Orton Pricked Me n/a 26-Aug-96 size containing only not listed unknown n/a n/a see title 29 English

text, unattached

Paper - 'Toward a 

2015.001.002.058

Understanding of 
Homosexuality: 

Responses to Daniel 
Cappon's

n/a Spring 2004
standard paper size, 
pages held together 

by large paperclip

written by Seth 
Palmer

Toronto, Canada n/a
cover page with title 
and author, recipient 

information

see title; submitted 
to David Higgs

some marginalia 
found within 

document
English

Homophoboc Views'

large envelope 

2015.001.002.059
n/a, envelope 

addressed to David 
Higgs

n/a Dec-00

containing 
newspaper 

excerpts/clippings; 
labels/postage on 
front in Japanese;

David Higgs' 
complete U of T 

unknown
Sent to Toronto, 

Canada
n/a envelope with

Japanese writing
Dec 2000; PORNO 

articles

envelope in fair 
condition from 
general wear;

contents in good 
condition but are 

folded

Japanese and English

address

2015.001.002.060
n/a, manila envelope 
addressed to David 

Higgs at U of T
n/a unknown

Manila envelope 
from St. Mary's 

University College, 
London GB, 

addressed to D 
Higgs: postage 

stamps as physical 
indicators

n/a London to Toronto n/a

envelope with British 
postage stamps top 

right; label with 
David Higgs' U ofT 
address in centre

see title/cover image

CONTENTS: small, 
black and white 

paperback booklet w 
title "Gay 

Adventure" in 
Portugese; a G 

Magazine with glossy 
cover. Both in 

excellent condition.

Contents are in 
Portuguese
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2015.001.002.061
Boletim Do 

Qulmbanda A-Dudu n.4 2002

small paperback 
booklet with maroon 
coloured graphics on 

front (drawn side 
profile of man's face)

Bahia (?) Toronto, Canada n/a
side profile of man's 

face (drawn)

Dire¡tos Humanos, 
Diversidade Sexual e 
Cidadania dos Afro- 

Decendentes

booklet in very good 
condition 27 Portuguese

2015.001.002.062

QueerCanLit: 
Canadian Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual, and 

Transgender (LGBT) 
Literature in English 

(An exhibition)

n/a
9 June - 29 August, 

2008

larger than typical 
booklet size but 

smaller than
standard 8.5 x 11; 
purple cover with 
large 'Q' on front 
with title, glossy 

cover

An exhibition 
curated by Scott 

Rayter, Donald W.
McLeod, and 

Maureen Fitzgerald

Thomas Fisher Rare 
Book Library; Mark 
5. Bonham Centre 

for Sexual Diversity 
Studies, University 

of Toronto

n/a
Large 'Q' graphic in 

purple tones
see title book in very good 

condition
62 English



Higgs Additional Listing
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some handwritten 

2015.001.002.063

Red Binder: printed information on various subjects, 
newspaper clippings, printed emails to / from Higgs, 
typed materials

LGBT rights / issues, works by Higgs, 
French Revolution and history c. 1999-2001 Textual Materials

notes, but mostly 
printed, clippings 
are glued down.

2015.001.002.064

Green Binder: newspaper clippings, Canadian 
Lesbian and Gay Archives newsletter June 1996, 
lists of LGBT campus groups, list of Gay and 
Lesbian Studies Publications, printed materials on 
LGBT history

sexual abuse, AIDS, marriage, LGBT 
rights / issues

c. 1992-1999, 
mostly around 
1997 Textual Materials

materials in 
English and 
Spanish / 
Portugese

Folder ("Queer Stuff”): flyers for meetings at U of T, 
Winter 1995 issue of Centrefold, the Toronto Center 

2015.001.002.065 for Lesbian and Gay Studies Publication Toronto LGBT issues 1993, 1995 Textual Materials in English

2015.001.002.066

Black Binder: printed emails about purchase of Gai 
Pied, newspaper clippings, SDS Program at U of T 
meeting minutes, printed articles from Web, printed 
materials in Portugese/Spanish

LGBT issues, SDS / academia at U of T 
and elsewhere, purchase of Gai Pied

centered around 
1999-2001 Textual Materials

english / french / 
portugese/spanish

2015.001.002.066

Black Binder: printed information from web in 
Portugese, English and French, newspaper 
clippings, flyers, typed documents, emails

LGBTOUT and university activism, 
Church and Wellesley area in Toronto, 
sexual assault, gay marriage, AIDS, sex 
/sexuality within the church, France, 
CLGA

centered around 
1999-2001 Textual Materials

english / french / 
portugese/spanish


